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MUSCULOSKELETAL STATE ESTIMATION WITH TRAJECTORY

OPTIMIZATION AND CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK
JENNIFER WISNIEWSKI

ABSTRACT

Collegiate athletes rely on their muscles to compete in their respective sports.
However, one injury requiring extended time out of competition could lead to muscle

atrophy. As a result, athletes may learn to compensate for weakened muscle groups with
stronger muscle groups; a change that may be almost undetectable. Consequently,

compensating can add unnecessary stress to the musculoskeletal system, leading to
reinjury. One way to combat this is by measuring muscle force.

However, there are currently no methods to directly measure muscle force, so it must
be solved for indirectly. This research aims to explore state estimation with trajectory

optimization and a convolutional neural network. Both methods will be used to estimate
the trajectories of the state variables and muscle force associated with forearm flexion.
To serve as an input to both solution methods, artificial data was generated. This data

contained measured trajectories for forearm position, angular velocity, muscle fiber

length, muscle activation, and muscle force. In addition, the generated data included

artificial sensor signals comprised of an electromyography (EMG) and inertial
measurement unit (IMU).

For testing, different signal to noise ratios were added to the generated sensor data.
The trajectory optimization method was tested using different weight ratios. The results
from this simulation study confirm that the tuning parameter should be chosen based on

the noise levels present within the data. Moreover, this method of state estimation can
iv

accurately and precisely predict state variable trajectories at all noise levels. However, it
struggles to predict muscle force when there is noise added to the data.

A similar process was conducted to test the neural network; however, the batch size,
was the tuning parameter selected for this method. The results from this portion of the
simulation study conclude that the convolutional neural network was able to estimate the

state variables precisely and accurately at all noise levels. Moreover, it was not as
susceptible to estimation errors when utilizing an intermediate batch size. However, the

network was unable to estimate muscle force precisely or accurately when there was
noise in the data.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Muscles are the motors that allow living things to experience motion and like any
motor, muscles can experience malfunctions that stem from genetic conditions, injuries,

or poor nutrition. Athletes are one group of individuals that rely heavily on their muscles
being able to perform to the best of their ability.

Collegiate athletes are especially vulnerable because of the number of permitted
exposures (practices and competitions) that allow for injury. A study that was conducted

by the CDC from 2009-2014 tracked athletic injuries reported by the NCAA, concluding

that roughly 210, 674 injuries occur yearly (Kerr, et al., 2015). This means that of the

478,869 participating athletes 43% will experience injury during one academic year
(Kerr, et al., 2015). Of the injures tracked over the 5 academic year time span, majority

required the athlete to be out of their respective sport for a period greater than 7 days.
(Kerr, et al., 2015). This is significant because those athletes will most likely require

physical therapy to strengthen their musculoskeletal system.
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Because our bodies are very redundant mechanical systems it is easy for us
compensate when completing different types of motion, and visually it may be very

difficult to tell when an athlete is utilizing the wrong muscles to complete a specified
motion. One example of a common motion where this phenomenon is may present itself

is in a simple back squat (Figure 1.1).
Logically, the body’s hip extensors, the hamstrings
and gluteus maximus, and the body’s knee extensor’s,
the quadriceps should be utilized to return the body to a

standing position. However, an athlete whose suffered
an injury to the lower extremity may experience varying
levels of atrophy in all leg muscles. To compensate, the

athlete may rely disproportionately on the knee extensors,

which can cause added torque at the knee joint and if

Figure 1.1: Illustrates a
back squat at the bottom
of the range of motion.

unremedied can lead to further injury. Moreover, to the untrained eye, this compensation

may only cause a slight shift in the trunk position if the remaining synergists and

stabilizing muscles are strong.
To prevent this from happening, muscle force is one variable that could be utilized to

visualize what muscles are being used and to quantify to what extent in any given

exercise. However, muscle force is an elusive quantity because there are currently no

methods of directly measuring it.
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1.2 Literature Review

While muscle force cannot be measured, it can be estimated using several methods.
Some of today’s most common methods include electromyography (EMG) analysis,

inverse dynamic analysis, and state estimation. Each of these methods present their own
framework of pros and cons. In many studies, solution methods are overlapped to

mitigate the cons presented from using only one method. Moreover, the precision and
accuracy of more recently developed methods is still being explored.
An EMG records myoelectric signals, which are “formed by the physiological

variations in the state of the muscle fiber membranes” (Konrad, 2005). Essentially, this
means the signals sent from the brain causing the muscle to contract or relax during a
prescribed exercise can be recorded. However, using these sensors alone is not a reliable

way to estimate muscle force. An EMG’s output is measured in millivolts (Konrad,

2005). As a result, clinicians and engineers alike can only identify when a muscle is
activated and to what extent. To estimate muscle force, the signal must be filtered and

processed using a multitude of techniques. Moreover, to convert millivolts to Newtons
requires a cumbersome calibration protocol (Buchanan, Lloyd, Manal, & Besier, 2004).
This protocol must be repeated every session or if the sensor placement is changed or the

skin properties have changed. This intense calibration is feasible in research settings, but
not very practical for rehabilitation or use in sports. To combat this, EMG analysis must

be combined with other solution methods like dynamic analysis or state estimation.
There is one study that does not combine EMG analysis with either of the previously
mentioned methods, but instead Buchanan et al. utilizes forward dynamics in conjunction

with EMG analysis (2004). This method is used to predict isometric elbow movements
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and dynamic knee kinetics (Buchanan et al., 2004). However, one drawback with this
study is the translation of EMGs signals to muscle activation, which must be estimated
from a signal that contains a lot of variability (Buchanan et al., 2004).

Dynamic analysis, the second method of estimating muscle force, was initially
developed several decades ago. This method requires measured motion and external force
as inputs to the system and will give an output of measured joint torques. One major

drawback to this method is that it has difficulty accounting for the body’s natural
redundancy (Crowninshield & Brand, 1981). To fully define the musculoskeletal system

surrounding any given joint will inherently produce an underdetermined set of equations
(Crowninshield & Brand, 1981). This can be attributed to the fact that there are more

muscles than joints, creating a unique problem in which there is an infinite set of muscle

force solutions that can explain the same measured torques.
Static Optimization, developed in 1981, aims to solve this problem using the
“criterion of maximum endurance of musculoskeletal function” (Crowninshield & Brand,

1981). This method distributes joint torques into individual muscle forces using the

assumption that total cubed muscle stress is minimized by the human motor control
system. However, this method is not applicable in many clinical or sports situations,

where humans minimize pain or maximize performance (Crowninshield & Brand, 1981).
Moreover, this model is not widely used in clinical practice because there is a lack of

successful validation in estimating muscle force and a lack of user friendly software
(Erdemir, McLean, Herzog, & van den Bogert, 2007).

An additional drawback of dynamic analysis is that to provide the necessary system

inputs (measured motion and external forces) requires expensive equipment like camera
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based motion capture, 6-DOF load sensing, or specialized software. Inertial measurement
units, (IMUs) are less expensive and one potential solution. IMUs have the ability to

provide kinematic data in an unconstrained environment because of their built-in
accelerometer and gyroscope (Dorschy, Nitschke, Seifer, & van den Bogert, 2019).
However, there are still challenges when using IMUs to estimate muscle force, mainly

that their motion estimations are not relative to ground (Herzog & Leonard, 1991).

In another study, static optimization was compared to EMG informed modeling to
analyze hip joint contact forces (Hoang, Pizzolato, Diamond, & Lloyd, 2018). This study

concluded that EMG informed modeling was able to generate muscle excitations more

consistent with the recorded EMG signal (Hoang et al., 2018). One drawback to this
study is that it lacks the ability to use IMUs and does not consider other pertinent system

knowledge like muscle dynamics and multibody dynamics. In general, this method is
cumbersome, and more recently proposed methods are more efficient.
To combat the issues associated with estimating muscle force from sensor data alone,

recent developments have exploited the use of state estimation using Kalaman filtering or

trajectory optimization. Kalman filtering is a recursive real time method, meaning state
variable estimates are updated when new data comes in. One recent study utilizes an

Extended Kalaman Filter alongside a model containing both muscle dynamics and

motion dynamics in conjunction with EMG analysis, to simultaneously estimate muscle
force in a human arm (Mohammadi, Khademi, Simon, van den Bogert, & Richter, 2020).

However, this method’s Achilles’ heel is the addition of more state variables which
increases both the size of the linear algebra problems and computation time. Moreover,
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this method can be unstable when the system is nonlinear and cannot incorporate future
data into its estimation.

Trajectory optimization is a more recent development of state estimation, developed
in by van den Bogert et al. (2011). Trajectory optimization utilizes a cost function to

minimize performance while satisfying model constraints. As a result, this method cannot
provide real time estimates; however, state variables can be estimated using both past and

future data. Like Kalaman filtering, model complexity can increase the method’s

computation time.
Trajectory optimization is often used alongside motion capture technology to solve
for muscle force. A way around using motion capture technology is to simply use sensor

signals as input to the trajectory optimization. This was done in 2019 using IMUs to

record data during walking and running and the results were compared to typical motion
capture techniques (Dorschy et al., 2019). However, there were several problems

encountered in this study. First, the effort minimization underestimates antagonistic co
contraction, which is also a problem with static optimization. Moreover, the ankle torque

was overestimated during running due to the simplicity of the foot model, which lead to
the overestimation of Achilles tendon force. The use of EMGs could have potentially

eliminated both problems. Therefore, in an effort to mitigate the drawbacks associated

with using EMGs or IMUs, this study will use both sensor modalities as inputs to the

trajectory optimization, which has never been done before.
This study will also incorporate another method that has not yet been used to estimate

muscle force, a neural network. Neural networks are just starting to emerge as viable

methods for measuring state variables and muscle force. Although their potential was
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discovered in the 1970’s computing power was at a premium so these algorithms fell by
the wayside until the recent development of processors that can handle the workload with
ease. This technology is truly revolutionary because it allows for real time analysis of

data without the need to manually code a dynamics model and all its associated

components.
Recent studies have utilized convolutional neural networks to predict complex

biomechanical relationships. One study published in 2017 focuses on IMU data that is
preprocessed and passed through a convolutional neural network that predicts stride by

stride parameters during walking (Hannink, et al.). Although this study does not predict

muscle force it proves that neural networks are able to formulate complex correlations
between sensor input and a biomechanical output. A more recent study published in 2019

used a convolutional neural to predict ground reaction forces using motion capture
technology (Johnson, Alderson, Lloyd, & Mian, 2019). The neural network used in this

study will be forced to learn the physics equations currently used to estimate muscle force
as the data it will be trained on is generated using a physics based model.

1.3 Scope of Thesis
This thesis aims to explore muscle force output and corresponding positional

variables from forearm flexion utilizing both EMG and IMU sensors. Two solution

methods will be used to analyze this motion: trajectory optimization and a convolutional
neural network.

Before delving into the construction of the musculoskeletal model, formulation of an

optimal control problem and trajectory optimization will be introduced in Chapter II. This
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chapter will demonstrate trajectory optimization with a simple pendulum and expound on
the mathematical methods necessary to create this optimal control problem.

After providing an overview of

trajectory optimization and how a problem
is formulated, attention can be turned to
describing the Hill based musculoskeletal
model that defines the forearm. This

concept along with the associated

Figure 1.2: Illustrates the flow of the
trajectory optimization method, its
required inputs and subsequent outputs.

dynamic’s functions will be discussed in

Chapter III. Chapter III will also provide
insight on how Backward Euler was used to

test the dynamic’s function as well as generate artificial EMG and IMU signals and the
desired solution variables: forearm position, angular velocity, fiber length, muscle
activation, and muscle force. Lastly, this chapter will describe how this model can be

translated into a trajectory optimization problem. The general flow is illustrated in Figure

1.2.

Now that the first solution method

has been fully defined, consideration can
be given to the second method, the neural
network. Chapter IV will first give a brief

overview of different neural network
architectures and the elements that

Figure 1.3: Illustrates the flow of the
convolutional neural network, its
required inputs and subsequent outputs

comprise them. After finalizing some
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preliminary decisions, the development of the convolutional neural network used in this

study is completed. Finally, this network will be trained and the hyperparameters tuned
using the artificially generated data from Chapter III. The flow for this solution method is

demonstrated in Figure 1.3.
Lastly, both solution methods can be tested using artificially generated data with

varying noise to signal ratios. Chapter V outlines the experimental study conducted,

discusses the corresponding results, provides a conclusion, and discusses future work.

The code used in each of these chapters will be available on Github, with the

corresponding link and file structure in the appendix.
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CHAPTER II
SIMPLE PENDULUM STATE ESTIMATION

WITH TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION

2.1 Introduction to Trajectory Optimization with Direct Collocation
Before applying trajectory optimization to the estimation of muscle force, it is
first important to understand the basics of an optimal control problem. An optimal control

problem typically describes a dynamic system that requires the implementation of
controls and state variables to achieve a certain outcome. Control variables describe

algebraic variables that are typically the input to a system whereas state variables
describe the differentiable variables of the system (Betts, 2010). For example, when

analyzing a pendulum that must swing up to a specified target angle the torque applied to
the system is the input or control variable. The position and velocity of the pendulum are
the state variables. These two types variables are the building blocks that define the

foundation of an optimal control problem; the next step will be to outline how such a

problem is solved.
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To solve an optimal control problem an open or closed loop solution must be

obtained. Closed loop solutions can be difficult to calculate and time consuming for
complex problems or high dimensional problems (Kelly, 2017). These types of solutions

are useful for feedback control, which is not necessary for this study. An open-loop

solution computes a “local method” which is useful for higher dimensional problems
where only the most optimal solution is desired (Kelly, 2017). Trajectory Optimization is

just one open loop solution method. This method finds the open loop controls as a
function of time to generate an optimal trajectory. These problems are defined with

vector functions and differential equations, which require transcription into a nonlinear
programming (NLP) problem (Betts, 2010). Creating an NLP problem not only makes the

problem easier to code, but it also allows for the usage of real numbers and algebraic
equations. There are several methods of transcription, however, their practicality is

heavily dependent on the complexity of the system being transcribed.
The two methods of transcription are direct and indirect. Direct transcription
discretizes the unknown functions of time into nodal points and aims to minimize an

objective function (Betts, 2010). In other words, this method “discretizes then optimizes”

the problem (Betts, 2010). Conversely, indirect methods “optimize then discretize,” by

deriving the optimality conditions and then discretizing them (Betts, 2010). Betts sites
three main reasons and gives a concrete example providing insight into the downfalls of

using indirect transcription (Betts 2010, p. 128). Consequently, direct transcription will
be the method employed in the following simulations.
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Within direct transcription there are a myriad of characteristics that must be
considered, first is how the points will be discretized. Shooting and collocation are two of

the most common methods of discretization. The shooting method can be further broken

up into single and multiple shooting methods (Betts, 2010). The single shooting method
solves the entire differential equation in one step with only one constraint, which may
lead to difficulties if the ordinary differential equation, (ODE) is nonlinear or stiff (Betts,

2010). The multiple shooting method involves incrementally solving the entire
differential equation from the beginning to the end of the simulation (Press, Teukolsky,
Vetterling, & Flannery, 1992). As a result, additional variables and constraints must be

added at each increment, thus increasing the size and sparsity of the Jacobian (Betts,

2010). There is an added level of difficulty with this method because of the need to
define “constrained and unconstrained sub arcs a priori when solving with path
inequalities” (Betts, 1998). Because of the complexity of the models in this study,

collocation will be used to define this trajectory optimization problem.
Collocation is based on function approximation and utilizes implicit
differentiation techniques. In contrast to the shooting method, the whole trajectory is

analyzed and with each iteration the trajectory moves closer to the solution (Press et.al,
1992). There are a variety of formulas that can be employed to approximate the ODE

such as the Trapezoid method, Hermite Simpson, Classical Runge- Kutta Method, or

Euler Methods (Betts, 2010). However, because of its stability when approximating stiff
ODE’s Backward Euler will be utilized to approximate the function for this research

(Press et.al, 1992).
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The last adjustment needed

to develop an NLP problem is to
define how each segment will be

broken up and analyzed, mesh
refinement. H methods, which are

typically used for direct collocation
problems, will simply increase the

number of segments along the
specified trajectory, producing a

smoother result (Kelly, 2017). Pmethods will increase the order of
analysis in between each segment

Figure 2.1: Overview of methods for solving
trajectory optimization problems. Green
illustrates choices made to define the method.

without increasing the number of analyzed points (Kelly, 2017). P-methods are typically
more accurate, but potentially more time consuming and can lead to derivative errors.
Moreover, this type of mesh refinement is best when the solution is smooth (Rao &
Patterson, 2014). In the musculoskeletal model, described in Chapter 3, both fiber length

and activation are two variables that do not have a smooth trajectory. A P-method of
mesh refinement would subsequently lead to unnecessary error. As a result, for this

research an H-method of mesh refinement will be used.
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2.2 Simple Pendulum solved with Trajectory Optimization
A human arm in its most basic form is essentially a simple pendulum. Modeling
this relationship is a convenient place to start because it illustrates the ease of using

trajectory optimization to solve an optimal control problem. Figure 2.2 is a visual
representation of the simple pendulum.

U Ugure 2.2: Schematic for
p tuple pendulum

Mathematically, this model can be represented with an implicit differential equation,

IDE, where the state variables are contained in the vector x and the control variables in
the vector u (Equation 2.1).

/(x(t),X(t),u(t)) = O

(2.1)

To explain the variables further, the system will experience an external torque, which will

be the control variable. The state variables will be considered as the position of the mass,

0(t) and the angular velocity of the mass, 0(t). These variables will subsequently be
rewritten and stored in state space representation (Equation 2.2, Brogan, 1991).

x = [0 0]T ^x= [x± x2]T

(2.2)

Now that the input has been fully defined, the IDE can be rewritten in terms of its

state space equations that govern the motion of the pendulum (Brogan, 1991). The first
equation is based on the relationship X± = x2, which is rewritten in implicit form in

Equation 2.4. The second equation is simply a summation of moments about the base of

the rod, point O, with an added torque, u (Figure 2.1, Equation 2.3, Inman, 2014).
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Id = —mgLsin(O) + u

(2.3)
User defined variables:
1I = 1 kg * m2
m = 1 kg

g = 9.8172
U = 1m

moment of inertia
point mass of pendulum
gravitational acceleration
distance from point mass to ground

The resulting relationship fully defines the second dynamic’s equation, and the
IDE can be rewritten accordingly in state space representation (Equation 2.4).

Xi — x7
/(x(t),x(t),u(t)) = 0 where,/=
. , .
' i' i i v 7
i
Ix2 + mgL sin(xj — u

The solution for corresponding trajectories will be stored in a column vector

comprised of 3 smaller column vectors, 2N state variables and N control variables. The
resulting output vector X will have a length of 3N for this scenario (Equation 2.5).
X= [01,^,0N,01,^ ,0N,u1,^,uN^

(2.5)

To simulate the desired motion, it is necessary to implement the minimization of a

cost function (Betts, 2010). For this problem, the cost function chosen is a minimization
of the driving torques (Equation 2.6).
F = ^fu2dx
Jto

(2.6)

This function will also be transcribed into an algebraic equation by taking the sum of the

squared torques at each nodal point and multiplying by the timestep, h, Equation 2.7. The
calculation for the time step will be discussed later in the section.
F=^^1hu2

(2.7)

In addition to the cost function, the motion of the pendulum must also be

restricted. These mathematical restrictions are called constraints. Constraints can be
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broken down into two categories, dynamic constraints, and task constraints. For this
simulation, there are 2N dynamic constraints plus an additional four task constraints.

There are double the amount of dynamic constraints to account for each state variable, so

a more general representation of the number of dynamic constraints would be,
(number of state variables)(N — 1).
Dynamic constraints, f(X), ensure continuity between each collocation point and

can be modeled from the dynamic’s equations set forth in Equation 2.4 by discretizing

time points using the Backward Euler approximation (Equation 2.8). The time step, h, is
calculated using the final time, tf, and the number of discretized time points (Equation
2.9, Betts, 2010).

/■(x;.1,X+h^ u.-.JOj
where xL = [0(tj)

1........N — 1

(2.8)

0(tj)]T and uL = u(tt)

h=^fL1

(2.9)

Next, the four task constraints can be defined. These constraints are positional

requirements that pertain to the beginning and end of the motion. The first constraint is
that the pendulum must be hanging downward at the start of the simulation, 0(0) = 0.

The second restriction is that the final position must be at a user defined target angle,
0(T) = 0target. The third and fourth constraints are both concerned with angular

velocity. The pendulum must meet the criteria that both the initial and final angular

velocity of the mass are zero, 0(0) = 0(T) = 0. Combing the dynamic and task

constraints will produce the completed constraint vector, which has length 2N+4
(Equation 2.10, Betts, 2010).
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Xi -*t-i
Ut)
it -ti-1
0(0)
♦
= 0
0(0)
0(0 - 0target
0(T)

f[Xt,
7(X) =

X2 - i

(2.10)

Because this simulation requires

constrained optimization, the gradient vector
and the Jacobian matrix must also be

calculated. These two components help

determine the feasible range of the solution
(Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3: Constrained optimization
The gradient vector is simply the
problem with only one constraint. If
more constraints present additional axis gradient of the objective function with respect
are required (Y3^ J. The gradient and
Jacobian help define the feasible range to the state and control variables contained in
(light green) of the solution. (Betts,
the solution, X. For this simulation, the cost
2010)

function is only dependent on the control
variable, producing the following expression, which can then be stored as vector with

length 3N (Equation 2.11 Betts, 2010).
C(X) = VF(X) = g

= [2hU1

2hu„ f/N

(2.11)

The Jacobian is comprised of the partial derivatives from the constraint vector
with respect to the solution variables and can be written in the general form of Equation

2.12 (Betts, 2010).

/(X) = 57
dX
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(2.12)

This matrix will have a special sparsity structure based on how the nonzero partial

derivative terms are organized (Betts, 2010, Figure 2.4). The three diagonal bands
demonstrate how mass position, angular velocity, and torque are stored in the solution, X.
Jacobian Sparsity Structure
Jacobian Sparsity Structure

Figure 2.4: Sparsity structure of the Jacobian when X is stored as equation 2.5. Each
diagonal band illustrates how angle, angular velcoity, and torque are stored. The
sparsity structure will affect the efficiency of the optimizer.

The pendulum system is now considered a fully defined constrained optimization

problem that aims to minimize the cost function, F, and is subject to constraints, C. In
order to mathematically analyze the system IPOPT, an internal point optimizer, was used.
To fully define the problem for simulation in IPOPT, several more variables are required.

IPOPT requires an initial guess as well as upper and lower bounds for both the variables
and constraints. The initial guess gives IPOPT a starting point for approximating the
trajectory. In this case, a column vector of zeros was used, the same length as X. The

upper and lower bounds are determined by the feasible range of the state and control
variables for the defined pendulum system. For this particular simulation, creating strict

upper and lower bounds for the variables contained in X was not necessary.

The vectors that store the upper and lower boundary conditions must be the same

length as X, length 3N. It must be noted, for other simulations that are more sensitive to
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initial guesses it may be prudent to have a stricter boundary range. The constraint
boundary conditions are typically set equal to each other and the vector must be the same

length as the number of constraints. For this simulation the upper and lower bounds were

set equal to 0. The main interface for this simulation was Windows Code Editor, which
conveniently works with both Windows and Linux operating systems. Python was used
as the coding language for this research. The code used in this section will be available

on Github under the name “Pend_Base.py” (Appendix 1, Wisniewski, 2020). Several

simulations were run to test the functionality of the code using target angles of,
n/2, n, 2n for a duration of 10s with 1000 nodes. These simulations can be seen in Figure
2.5.

(s/p eu ) jo p x

Figure 2.5: Pendulum Swing Up Simulations - All simulations contained 1000 nodes
and a duration of 10s but varied in target angle (from left to right) n/2, n, 2n.
Simulations measured the position of the point mass, angular velocity, input torque, and
constraint violations (top-bottom).
Analyzing the simulations, we can see that each one meets its specified target
angle, which is expected from a correctly designed trajectory optimization method. In
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order to reach the specified target angle, the second plot, the angular velocity, fluctuates
from a positive to negative values. This illustrates that the pendulum must move back and
forth to swing up from its hanging position, which is expected if the model is taking

advantage of inertia and conservation of energy. Further proof that the method is using
inertia and conservation of energy to its advantage is demonstrated when analyzing the

input torque. Right at the beginning of the simulation the model begins to push the

pendulum, indicating that the method is trying to minimize the cost function, integral of
squared torque. In addition, there are very few reported constraint violations, but the
violations that are reported are extremely small. This indicates that the dynamics model

has been coded correctly because it is functioning as expected.

2.3 Trajectory Optimization with Dynamics Function
The next progression of the base code was to abstract it into several smaller
sections that were designed to improve functionality and readability. The first section is a
file called “Variables.py” that contains several classes that define the variables necessary

to run the simulation. The next section contains the dynamics function

“Dynfun_pend.py”, which is comprised of the same equations listed in Section 2.2
(Equation 2.4).
The major difference when compared to the previous code is how the solution is
stored. Instead of a column vector for each state variable and the control variable, a set of

collocation points are stored together, Equation 2.13. The overall length of this vector
will remain the same as the previously stored vector X found in Equation 2.5.

X = ^01,01,u1 ^,0N,0N,uNj
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(2.13)

The motivation behind this change was the sparsity structure of the Jacobian. The new

sparsity structure contains more clustered values allowing for more expedient storage
(Figure 2.6).

With the second fully defined pendulum model and trajectory optimization
method, the same simulations using target angles of n/2, n, 2n, can be run with the
modified code for comparison as can be seen in Figure 2.7. This modified pendulum code

can be found on Github as “Pend_w_dynfun.py” (Appendix 1, Wisniewski, 2020) .

Figure 2.6: Sparsity Structure ofJacobian matrix when X is stored as Equation 2.13.
There are more elements along the diagonal. This variable storage helps the optimizer
run more efficiently.

Comparing Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.7, the state and control trajectories in both

simulations are identical. This indicates that the model utilizing the dynamics function
was coded correctly. The main difference lies in the amplitude of the constraint
violations; however, these violations are even smaller than in the previous model, which
suggests that the new sparsity structure is more favorable and allows IPOPT to perform

better.
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xdot (radians/s)

Figure 2.7 Pendulum Swing Up Simulations with added dynamics function - All
simulations contained 1000 nodes and a duration of 10s but varied in target angle (from
left to right) n/2, n, 2n. Simulations measured the position of the point mass, angular
velocity, input torque, and constraint violations (top-bottom).

2.4 Concluding Remarks

Now that a viable trajectory optimization utilizing nonlinear dynamic systems
has been established, the complexity of the model can be increased. In the next chapter, a

trajectory optimization of exercise with a musculoskeletal model will be analyzed. The
first section will explore the dynamics of the system, accounting for various biological
phenomena. The success of the model will be tested using Backward Euler, which can be

found in the second section. In addition, the trajectory optimization in the next chapter
will be influenced by the addition of artificial sensor data. The formulation of this data
will be discussed in detail in the third section. The last section will explain how the

trajectory optimization is affected by the artificial sensor data as well as the added
dynamics.
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CHAPTER III

MUSCULOSKELETAL STATE ESTIMATION WITH TRAJECTORY

OPTIMIZATION

3.1 Hill Based Muscle Model
The next progression of the simple pendulum was to model it as a forearm in

flexion. A 3 element Hill model was used to mathematically recreate the biceps brachii,
the muscle utilized for this simulation Figure 3.1 (Winters & Woo, 1990).

Lm
L CE

CE

L SEE

SEE

Figure 3.1 Illustrates a 3 element Hill modelfor force production consisting of a
Contractile Element (CE), Parallel Elastic Element (PEE), and a Series Elastic Element
(SEE)
Right: Illustrates the position of the forearm with respect to the definedjoint angle as
well as the moment arm about the elbow defined by “d.” This Photo by Anatomography
is licensed under Creative Commons.
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Hill’s model is comprised of a contractile element (CE) surrounded by passive connective
tissue in both series (SEE) and parallel (PEE) (Winters & Woo, 1990). The lengths of
these elements, LCE and LSee, will become more important as the associated dynamics
equations are defined.

However, before proceeding with the forearm dynamics, it is worth noting that
Lm, the length of the muscle, is governed by Equation 3.1 where LM,0 is defined as the

length of the muscle tendon when 0, the angle of the forearm, is zero.
ed

¿M — ¿M.0

(3.1)

To get the total muscle length as the forearm flexes and extends, 0 is multiplied by the

distance from the center of the elbow joint to the muscle tendon, d. This distance is
measured in meters of shortening for each radian of rotation and does not depend on the
position of the elbow joint. The values for these parameters and all variables can be found

at the end of the chapter in Table 3.1.
Another important note is that both length and force variables presented in the
following equations are dimensionless quantities that have been normalized to the

optimal fiber length and maximal isometric force. The optimal fiber length, LCE,opt , is

length of the CE at which maximal force can be produced. On the other hand, maximal
isometric force, Fmax, is a summation of the isometric forces from both the long and short
heads of biceps brachii.

Now that the variables associated with the Hill Model have been more clearly

defined, the forearm dynamics equations can be written. As in the previous simulation,
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the musculoskeletal model can be defined as an IDE but will require 4 state variables and

1 control variable (u) as input (Equation 3.2).

f(x(t),X(t),u(t)) = O

(3.2)

The state variables will again be stored in a vector, x, and written in state space
representation (Equation 3.3).

x = |0mLcE a]7 ^x=[xr x2 x3 x4|7
{ e
M
state variables =
LCE
. a

(3.3)

position
angular velocity
fiber length
muscle activation

Now that the state space representation has been defined, the expressions that govern /

can be derived.
Several of the dynamic’s equations used in this dynamics model are like the two

dynamic’s equations that were used to define the pendulum dynamics model. Like the
pendulum, the forearm will be considered to be at 0° of flexion when it is hanging down.

The first equation is derived from the state space representation of the model and pertains
to the relationship xr =x2 (Brogan, 1991). The second equation is a summation of

moments (Equation 3.4). However, there are added terms to account for various

biological phenomena.

FSEEd = Id +bd +marmgLcmsin(0) -Tpass
Muscle dependant variables: (See Table 3.1 for numericalvalues)
d
moment arm
moment of inertia about z axis
;
damping coefficient
^arm mass of arm
gravitational constant
Im
distance to COM of forearm
<7pass passive torque
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(3.4)

The left-hand side of the equation is equal to the moment created by the force
produced by the SEE and the distance from the center of the elbow joint to the muscle

tendon. This force will be discussed in greater detail shortly. Focusing on the right-hand

side of the equation, the first term, 16, differs from the pendulum model as the moment of
inertia, /, is no longer the moment of inertia for a point mass because the arm itself is not

massless (mL2). This variable is now calculated to include the moment of inertia of the
forearm with respect to its own center of mass (/ = marmLcm2 + Iarm). The second term
on the right-hand side of the equation, b6, represents the internal damping that occurs

within the elbow joint. The third term is the same as in the second dynamics equation

associated with the pendulum model.

The last biological consideration is the anatomical limits of the elbow joint, which
is modeled as a passive torque, Tpass. These limits are attributed to the bone interaction
and interference with one another at the joint, which creates an internal stiffness, fcelbow.

For this simulation, the working range of the elbow is considered from 0°-160° of

motion. The passive torque will only be active when outside this range and can be
mathematically shown as a nonlinear spring with a quadratic force deformation equation

(Equation 3.5). This relationship fully defines the second of four dynamics equations.
The remaining two dynamics equations pertain to the remaining state variables.

Tpass

i^elbow62
6< 0°
= ] —^elbow(6 — 160)2 6 > 160
^0
0° < 6 < 160°

(3.5)

The next dynamics equation applies to contraction dynamics which is controlled
by fiber length LCE, a quantity that influences internal forces from each muscle element.
The CE is the activated element during muscle contraction and produces force FCE, which
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is governed by the dimensionless relationships pertaining to tension-length and force

velocity (Equation 3.6, Winters & Woo, 1990).
pCE = a * Fmax * /fl(lce) * /fv(Lce)

(3.6)

The dimensionless tension-length relationship, /fl, measures the strength of an isometric
contraction and can be modeled using Equation 3.7 (Ackermann & van den Bogert,
2010). Isometric contraction occurs when the muscle is held at a constant fiber length.
When the fiber length changes the isometric force drops off according to the width curve,

the rate of this drop-off is specified by the width parameter, W (Winters & Woo, 1990).
/fl(lce) = exp (- c^ )

(3.7)

The next expression to be analyzed is the force-velocity relationship, /fv.
Depending on the length of the SEE, the CE element may experience different types of
contraction. Concentric contraction (LCE < 0) will cause the muscle fibers to shorten while

eccentric contraction will cause the muscle fibers to lengthen (LCE > 0). As a result, each
type of contraction will require its own equation. Concentric contraction, LCE <0, can be

modeled with Equation 3.8 (McLean et.al, 2003).
/fv(Lce)=

""
^max

'

(3.8)

^

Vmax is the maximum fiber contraction velocity, 10 LCE,opt/s, whereas A is a Hill model

shape parameter, 0.25, both values are typical assumptions for this type of model
(McLean et.al, 2003).

Eccentric Contraction, LCE >0, is often written as a Hill hyperbolic relationship,

which can be expressed in several different forms and is affected by the maximal

eccentric force, Gmax (Winters & Woo, 1990). Equation 3.9 expresses the force-velocity
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relationship for this type of contraction while Equation 3.10 defines the type of
hyperbolic relationship, c, used in this model (McLean et al., 2003). After defining this

relationship, the force produced by the CE will be fully defined and attention can be
turned to the forces produces by both the PEE and SEE.

/Fv(Lce) —

£maxfcE±£

4

^

(3.9)

+c

ce

C
—

^maxA(^max 1)
A+1

(3.10)

The parallel and series passive connective tissue produces spring forces, which
can be defined as FPEE and FSEE. Both elements were modeled as quadratic springs,

governed by the slack length of each element. When the overall length, L< Lslack, is less
than the slack length the muscle is considered to be concentrically contracting and only
the linear term is active. However, when the opposite is true, L > Lslack, the muscle is

eccentrically contracting and will contain both a quadratic and linear term. The resulting
spring force, Fs, can be written as the following generic quadratic force deformation
equation (Equation 3.11)

P
S

f Fi(L — Lsiack)
L- Lslack
I Fi(L- Lslack) + F2(L- Lslack)2 L> Lslack

(3.11)

The linear term, guided by the spring stiffness, k1, although small, is needed to guide the
optimization because it always produces a nonzero stiffness (van den Bogert et al., 2011).

For this research, k1, was chosen to be 1 N/m because this quantity was both large enough
for the numerical performance, but small enough that the resulting force was not
significantly affected. In general, Equation 3.11 can be used to define the force associated

with both the PEE and SEE element. The only difference between the two elements will
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be how the displacement is calculated (L — Lsiack), this information can be found by

looking at the Hill muscle model in Figure 3.1.

The last internal force to be defined is a viscous damping force that acts parallel
to the CE. This force ensures that change with respect to LCE is never 0 (Equation 3.12).

0 = 0.001Lce + Fce

(3.12)

The resulting force balance equation can now be written as the IDE in equation 3.13,
which is dependent on fiber length and its derivative (Figure 3.1). Equation 3.13 fully
defines the third dynamic’s equation, which means there is only one more equation
necessary to fully define the model.

0 = FSee — Fce— FPee

(3.13)

The last state space equation corresponds to the activation dynamics, which is
driven by neurological excitation (Equation 3.14, McLean et al., 2003).

a(t) = (u — a)(-^ + -i2^)
lact

(3.14)

1 deact

Tact and Tdeact are time constants that describe muscle activation and deactivation.
Muscle activation is typically faster than muscle deactivation, which can be seen in Table

3.1, where all variable values are stored. With all four dynamic’s equations, the model
can be rewritten by expanding upon the IDE in Equation 3.2, which can be expressed as
the following matrix in state space representation (3.15).
/(x(t),x(t),u(t)) = 0, where

pi — X2
Ix2 + bX2 — Tpass + marmgLcmsin(Xi)

f=

Fsee — Fce —Fpee — Fd

1 — u)
( u
X4 — (u — x2) ^T------ H
Tdeact
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Fsee(lce)^

(3.15)

3.2 Testing the Dynamics Model
To test the accuracy of the musculoskeletal dynamics model, a Backward Euler

based IDE Solver was used to approximate the function and generate a solution. In this
case, the solution consists of all four state variables as well as the muscle force output,

FSEe . The resultant data was used to gain a better understanding of how the system
behaves as well as to generate data to evaluate the trajectory optimization method and
convolutional neural network, which will be discussed in Chapter V.
To create this solver, Backward Euler, BE, was used to in conjunction with

Newton Raphson’s multidimensional root finding method. BE is a powerful function

approximation tool because of its ability to work in conjunction with stiff ODE’s and
remain stable (Press et al., 1992). The general formulation for BE is illustrated in
Equation 3.16 (Press et al., 1992). The timestep, h, will be defined later in this section,
but for now it is important to understand that it can greatly affect the accuracy and

computation time of the solution.
Z
x^-x»
}
J yxn+l,
^
,unJ~^

(3.16)

Given xn and un, Newton’s method can be used to solved for xn+l. The first step

in using Netwon’s method is to provide an initial guess, which in this case is the

equilibrium state of the system: 6 = .3572,

m

= 0, L

ce

= 1.0813, and a = 0. This guess can

then be used to approximate the function at the next time step by calculating the newton

step, 8, or change in X (Equation 3.17).
J(X\8= -f(X)

(3.17)

The second step to solve the problem is to construct the Jacobian. Using the
dynamic’s equations presented in the previous section, the Jacobian for both x and x can
be calculated using the general formulation found in Equation 3.18.
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rdC1
dX1
dC2

9C
J<X)=9X = dXi

9C1
dX2
dC2
dX2

dCN
Lax1

dCN
9X2

■"

9C11
dXN
9C2
dXN

’
■"

9Cn
axj

■"

(3.18)

The final step to formulate a new value for X along the search direction is to add
the calculated newton step to the initial guess. This iterative process is continued until an

acceptable tolerance is obtained (Equation 3.19, Press et al., 1992).
Xk+1 = xk+ s

(3.19)

Now that the BE IDE solver has been fully defined,
the accuracy of the dynamics model can be tested to ensure

that it behaves as expected. To accomplish this the BE IDE
solver was run with a square wave as the control input over
a 5s time frame with a time step of 0.001 and 0.01 (Figure

3.2). Using a simplified control input makes it easier to

identify potential problems in the dynamics model.
Starting with the position of the forearm, it can be
seen that it begins to move in a positive direction when the

Figure 3.2: Illustrates
Backward Euler
estimation of the
solution using a time
step of 0.001(blue)
compared to a time step
of 0.01 (orange) with a
square wave control
input.

muscle is activated. This is expected because the forearm is
initially considered to be in a hanging position and if there

was negative motion it would indicate that the model was
violating the passive torque constraints. Over the course of

the motion the forearm angle remains between 0 and 2.7
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radians, 154.7°. This is an additional verification that the model is paying attention to the
specified working range of the elbow, which is 0 to ~160° of motion.

Angular velocity of the forearm also behaves as expected, when the muscle is
activated, and the forearm is in flexion a positive angular velocity can be observed. There

is no velocity when it pauses at the height of the range of motion. Then, a negative
angular velocity is observed as the forearm changes direction and returns to a hanging
position.
Moreover, the fiber length performs according to the model specifications. When

the muscle is activated the fibers immediately begin to shorten, which indicates the

muscle is contracting in order to bring the forearm into a flexed position. When the

forearm reaches the end of its range of motion the fiber length begins to increase
indicating the fibers are elongating to allow the forearm to extend.
Lastly, the muscle force also behaves according to the Hill model. The force

increases at the start of the motion when the muscle is activated. When the muscle fibers
are shortening the Hill Model suggests less force is produced, which is indeed the case in

this scenario. As the muscle fibers are elongating during the second half of the motion the

muscle force begins to increase in the negative direction, which is consistent with the

global coordinate system.
Overall, each variable behaves as expected, which indicates that the model is

functioning as it should. The second item to test is time step. As stated previously, this
value can greatly affect the solution. As the time step approaches 0, the prediction is

more accurate; however, the computation time may drastically increase, which is not
advantageous. However, with larger time steps the precision of the solution
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approximation may suffer. As can be seen in Figure 3.2, both time steps produce almost
identical solutions indicating that a larger time step would be acceptable; however, the
computation times should be compared to strengthen this argument. The elapsed time for
h = 0.001s was 11.6096 seconds whereas h = 0.01s produced an elapsed time of 1.3670

seconds. With this in mind, the argument for a time step of 0.01s is reasonable. To further

bolster the argument for a larger time step, the simulation is run again with a control
input that creates more realistic and varied movements.
To obtain a solution with fluctuating movements, a function with a varied

amplitude over a specified range was used (Equation 3.20).

u = M(n(p,a))(i),i = t/thoid

(3.20)

Solution with Variable Control Input
h - 0.001s vs. h = 0.01s
Forearm Position

The amplitude, M, was chosen based on the value that allowed

for the forearm to reach its full range of motion without
Angular Velocity

bouncing too often against the joint limits. This value was
found to be 0.15. The piecewise constant, thoid, ensures that

the amplitude does not change too quickly for the system to
respond. This value was also found to be 0.15. The BE IDE

2 8 5

5:

Activation

8

solver was again run for a duration of 5s with a time step of
Muscle force

0.01s and 0.001s.

The solution estimation can be seen in Figure 3.3. As
Time (s)

Figure 3.3: Illustrates
the Backward Euler
estimation of the solution
using a time step of
0.001 compared to a
time step of 0.01 with a
control input of variable
amplitude.

demonstrated, the movement now varies throughout the 5

second duration. Again, the blue and the orange lines are

almost identical, indicating that a larger time step still
produces an extremely accurate solution. The last

comparison to be made to justify a larger time step is to
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compare the computation times. For the simulations run with this control function, a time
step of 0.001s produces an elapsed time of 16.8548s whereas a time step of 0.01s

produces an elapsed time of 1.7575s. The difference in computation time between the
two time steps is quite drastic. Thus, it can be concluded that using a larger time step, h =
0.01s, is adequate for approximating the dynamics function, a small amount of precision
in exchange for an immensely better computation time.

3.3 Artificial EMG and IMU Sensor Simulation
In addition to using Backward Euler to generate a solution to the trajectory

optimization, it was also used to produce artificial sensor data. The generated data served
as an additional input into the trajectory optimization, which was then compared to the
known (“true”) values of the estimated variables from the previous section. The sensors

chosen for this research were an IMU placed on the posterior wrist and an EMG placed

on the long head of biceps brachii (Figure 3.4).
Figure 3.4: Illustrates the
IMU and EMG placement
on the posterior wrist and
the long head of biceps
brachii. These images by
Anatomography are
licensed under Creative
Commons

The first sensor to be mathematically modeled is the IMU, inertial measurement
unit, which is comprised of both an accelerometer and a gyroscope. As a result of the two

embedded components, an IMU will output multiple signals based on directional force
and angular velocity of the prescribed motion. In this case, the flexion and extension of
the forearm is regarded to be in the sagittal plane (Z plane). Therefore, the IMU will only

record the directional force in the transverse (X plane) and coronal (Y plane) planes. The
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last signal pertains to the angular velocity of the forearm as it flexes and extends. In other
words, for this study the IMU will be mathematically modeled to have 3 output signals:

force in the x direction, force in the y direction, and a gyroscopic signal that represents
angular velocity in the xy plane.
To start the formulation of the accelerometer signals, the equations of motion for

a point mass must be defined, starting with position (Equations 3.21 and 3.22).
* = iforearmSin(0)

(3.21)

K = ¿forearm cos(0)

(3.22)

Taking the first derivative of the positional equations, will produce the formulation for

angular velocity (Equations 3.23 and 3.24).

* = ^forearm«COS(0)

(3.23)

^ =-^forearm “srn^

(3.24)

Once again, the derivative of the angular velocity equations can be taken to
produce the following formulation for acceleration in the x and y direction (Equations

3.25 and 3.26, Dorschky, et al., 2019).
*
K

¿forearm^co^^

¿forearm^ sin(0)

(3.25)

¿forearm Wsi^^

¿forearm^ cos(0)

(3.26)

Accelerometers measure the force acting on a small mass, so with the positional
equations fully defined the force in the x and y directions can be considered using

Newton’s second law of motion, F = ma. The resultant force in x and y directions can be

expressed as the following equations, which are in terms of the global coordinate system
pertaining to the IMU (Equations 3.27 and 3.28, Dorschky, et al., 2019)
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sx = mX

(3.27)

sY = mg + mY

(3.28)

The last step in expressing the IMU signals is to translate the resultant force into
the appropriate coordinate system (Figure 3.1). The force needs to be translated to the

local coordinate system that reflects the location of the moving IMU with respect to the
elbow joint (Equations 3.29 and 3.30, Dorschky, et al., 2019).

IMUx = sx cos(0) +sY sin(0)

(3.29)

IMUy = —sx sin(0) +sY cos(0)

(3.30)

The final quantity measured from the IMU is the gyroscopic signal; this is simply

a measure of the angular velocity of the forearm as it flexes and extends (Equation 3.31,
Dorschky, et al., 2019).

IMUgyroSCOpe = ^

(3.31)

Now that the IMU has been fully defined, attention can be directed to
mathematically modeling the EMG. The EMG, electromyography, signal, is a measure of

the muscle activation controlled by the nervous system (Raez, Hussain, & Mohd-Yasin,

2006). There is a slowly varying error associated with this sensor output that is attributed

to high frequency noise. This noise is caused by the fact that the EMG is generated by a

number of motor neurons each firing short pulses at different rates (Konrad, 2005). As a

result, the signal used for this simulation will be expressed as what is known as the EMG

envelope. The EMG envelope is the signal that is left after the original signal has been
rectified, smoothed, and normalized using the maximum voluntary contraction (MVC).
Mathematically the EMG Envelope is equivalent to the muscle activation, a, the fourth

state variable as defined in the first section (Equation 3.32).
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EMG = a

(3.32)

After modeling each sensor signal, the recorded output can be stored as a column

vector with length N, which is dependent on the duration and the time step of the
simulation. The 4 column vectors were then concatenated to create a matrix s with a

shape of N x 4 (Equation 3.33). The previously defined sensor equations can be found in
“sensor.py,” available on Github (Appendix 1, Wisniewski, 2020).

s(X')

[iMU-.

IMUy

IMUsyroscope

EMG]

(3.33)

As in the previous section, the sensor output can be approximated using BE in
conjunction with Newton Raphson, which will require the calculation of the Jacobian to
define the feasible range of the optimization.

/(X(t))=||

(3.34)

The Newton step, S, can now be calculated the same

as Equation 3.17 and the new initial guess for X will
be the same as Equation 3.19. As the argument has
already been made for a larger time step, h = 0.01s
will be used to generate the data. The output signals
with a variable control input are illustrated in Figure

3.5. How this data is varied to test the capability of the

trajectory optimization and the neural network will be

discussed in greater detail in Chapter V. The next
Figure 3.5: Illustrates the IMU
andEMG signals with a variable
control input over a 5 second
interval, which contains 500
nodal points

section discusses the changes that will need to be

made to the trajectory optimization to account for the
added sensor input.
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3.4 Trajectory Optimization for State Estimation

As discussed in the first chapter state estimation is just one recently developed
method to solve for muscle force. State estimation can be broken down further into
different solution methods. Trajectory optimization is just one of these methods. For the

prescribed system the trajectory optimization method will be used for estimating the state
and control trajectories from sensor data. Thus, the method will require two inputs: a
dynamics model and sensor data (Figure 1.2). The dynamics model for the system was

defined in the first section while the artificial sensor data was defined in the previous

section. Now the system can be translated into a trajectory optimization problem, which
aims to minimize a cost function.
In this case, the cost function will have two components, a control portion and a

sensor portion. The control portion will utilize a variable control input that creates varied
movements (Equation 3.20). The sensor portion contains sensor signals from an EMG

and IMU output for each collocation point used in the trajectory optimization. To avoid
tracking errors the sensor signals were first normalized using the maximum of each
signal. Now the same procedure used to define the pendulum model as a trajectory

optimization problem can now be used to define the musculoskeletal model, starting with
the solution variable storage (Equation 3.35).
-iT

X — [01,^l,icE1, ai,ui ^,6N,MN,LCEi, Qi,u^]

(3.35)

Subsequently, the corresponding equations can be written in terms of the solution.

The cost function is what penalizes the trajectory optimization and is the function it will
be aiming to minimize. As stated previously this cost function will have two portions a

control portion and a sensor portion to which separate weighting factors were applied
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(Equation 3.36, van den Bogert, Blana, & Heinrich, 2011). The weighting factors allow
for the tuning of the estimation process and have the ability to control how much trust is

placed on the sensor signals. For example, with noisy data trusting the sensor signals
entirely would not be prudent because the method is apt to follow the noise instead of
paying attention to the trajectory.

F(X)=

,., 2.
Si’ Lefort«2 + Wack i^^"' ) dx

(3.36)

^effort, the weighting factor applied to the control portion of the cost function
persuades the model to utilize the biceps brachii efficiently (van den Bogert et. al, 2011).

On the other hand, Wtrack, encourages the model to stay close to normal forearm flexion

(van den Bogert et. al, 2011). As done in Chapter 2, the new objective function can now
be transcribed into an algebraic equation (Equation 3.37).
F(X) = [ SU Wforthu? + <

.

£» 2 (^^.'' 'J^"''^' )" | /N

(3.37)

The motion of the forearm is also restricted using dynamic constraints, which will
ensure continuity along the trajectory by discretizing time points using the Backward
Euler approximation (Equation 3.38). The time step, h, is calculated using the final time,

ty, and the number of discretized time points (Equation 3.39, Betts, 2010).
f ^fxi+i,xi+ixi
A _ n ; — 1
m
1
f
h—,wi+ij = 0,i = 1, ^,N — 1
where x, = [0(ti)

h

(3.38)
v
7

0't^F and U = u(ti)

—

(3.39)

This function will also differ from the previous model as there will be no task

constraints. Task constraints define the motion, and in this case the forearm is expected to

randomly change between flexion and extension. Therefore, the model is not being forced
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to start or end at a certain position, so only the dynamic’s constraints are necessary. The
dynamic constraints are based on Equation 3.15 (Equation 3.40).

C(X) = [/(Xi,i£±p,ui+1)] = 0,i = 1...N

(3.40)

The next step is to fully define the

constrained optimization problem using the
gradient of the cost function and constraint

vector (Figure 3.6). Subsequently, the
gradient of the cost function can be written as,
Equation 3.41 (Betts, 2010).
Lastly, the Jacobian matrix, which is

Figure 3.6: Constrained optimization
problem with only one constraint. If
more constraints present additional axis
are required (¥3„). The gradient and
Jacobian help define the feasible range
of the solution. (Betts, 2010)

G(X) = VF(X)

!-.-

|2^n,

,-

equivalent to the gradient of the constraint
vector, must also be written to fully define the

feasible range for the solution (Equation 3.42,
Betts 2010).

2huN f + 2^(^(t)^^

(3.38)

/(X(t))=f£ =
IF o]

o
0
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0

(3.39)
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[dfw-1
[dx^-i

o]

[dfw-1
dxN

ffN-i

duN .

The sparsity structure of the Jacobian will be dictated by how the state variables
are stored, which will be similar to the pendulum model with the added dynamics

function (Equation 3.35). However, there will be more blocks along the diagonal to
account for the increased number of state variables (Figure 3.7). The corresponding code
for this model can be found on Github under the name, “Muscles_w_dynfun.py.”
Jacobian Sparsity Structure
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Figure 3.7: Sparsity Structure ofJacobian matrix when X is stored as Equation 3.40.

Now that all of the necessary elements have been defined, the code can be tested
using IPOPT to run the simulation. Like the pendulum, the muscle model will require the

definition of upper and lower bounds for both the constraints and solution variables. The
upper and lower bounds for the constraints were kept the same as the pendulum model, a
column vector of zeros the same length as X. Again, the second set of upper and lower

bounds are determined by the feasible range of the state and control variables. For this

musculoskeletal model, creating strict upper and lower bounds for the variables contained
in X was not necessary because the trajectory optimization was able to solve for the state
variables and muscle force almost exactly when sensor data with no noise was used as an
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input. However, if it was discovered that the optimization was struggling to converge

these boundaries would have required finer tuning.

With a fully defined and functional model, the question of how the trajectory
optimization will perform if the data is noisy now needs to be answered. To explore the

capabilities of this method in conjunction with varying levels of noisy data, a simulation
study has been developed and will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter V. This study

will vary the weight ratio, defined as ^effort/Wtrack, to analyze which ratio is able to
solve for the trajectory without following the added noise too closely. This will be

determined by analyzing the RMS error associated with each state variable and muscle
force.

3.5 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, an accurate musculoskeletal model that governs forearm flexion has
been defined and tested. The sensor signals that provide the input to the trajectory

optimization have also been discussed. However, as mentioned in the first chapter two
different solution methods were used to approximate the prescribed motion. The second
solution method is a Convolutional Neural Network, CNN. In the next chapter, the first
section will be used to describe the typical structure and parameters to consider for this

type of network. The second section will elaborate on the chosen architecture while the

subsequent section will explore how the model hidden layer size and hyperparameters
were tuned.
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(* denotes dimensionless variable)

Table 3.1: Nomenclature
Symbol

Value

Units

X

.25

*

b

1

rad

kelbow

10000.0

rad2

d

0.049

m

moment arm of long head of biceps brachii at 90° (+)

1 max

1059.86

N

g

9.81

Cr
umax

1.8

m
s2
*

maximum isometric force (sum of both heads of biceps
brachii) (+)

/

0.02

kg m2

kCE,opt

0.124

m

length of CE at which maximal force can be produced (+)

^cm

0.181

m

distance from proximal radius/ulna to COM (+)

ï.c________
^forearm

0.5

m

total length of the forearm (+)

kM

0.425

m

muscle tendon length at 0° elbow flexion (+)

marm

1.53

kg

mass of the forearm (+)

PEEsiack

1.0

*

slack length of the PEE (+)

SEEslack

0.27

m

slack length of the SEE (+)

Tact

0.01

s

activation time of the biceps brachii (+)

Tdeact

0.04

s

deactivation time of the biceps brachii (+)

“max

0.033

*

strain in SEE at Fmax (+)

\7,
kmax

10.0

¿CE
S

w

0.6

*

dimensionless width of the CE force-length relationship (+)

^effort

varies

*

Weighting factor for control portion of cost function

Strack

varies

*

Weighting factor for control portion of cost function

Nm
Nm

Description
shape parameter of the CE force-velocity relationship (+)

joint damping coefficient

elbow passive stiffness outside the range of motion

gravitational constant

maximum isometric force (+)

moment of inertia about the z axis (+)

maximum shortening velocity (+)

(+ Values o btained from OpenSim model arm26.osim, Delp, et al., 2007)
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CHAPTER IV

MUSCULOSKELETAL STATE ESTIMATION WITH A CONVOLUTIONAL

NEURAL NETWORK

4.1 Introduction to Convolutional Neural Networks
In contrast to trajectory optimization, which is a physics based method, neural

networks are data driven models. Data driven models are useful because there is no need

to manually code every expression that pertains to the model being described. Referring
to the last chapter, there were over 40 equations pertaining to the forearm dynamics
model that was required to complete the trajectory optimization. Errors in any one of

these equations could have negatively influenced the results. In addition, it makes it

extremely difficult to change the model in any way by adding muscles to the system. One

of the solutions to this problem is to use a neural network which knows nothing about the
physics associated with the model and will use data that pertains to the model in order to
learn how it works. A brief anecdote can be used to better explain this concept. Two

soccer players are shooting the ball at a net. One player knows physics, so they know

exactly where and how to strike the ball to achieve a shot that lands in the upper right
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corner of the net. This player is like the trajectory optimization model. The other player

has been playing soccer for years and has through experience taught themselves how to
shoot the ball to also score in the upper right corner of the goal. This player is like the
neural network. One pitfall to neural networks is that copious amount of data is necessary

for them to learn about patterns within the model and make predictions about data they

have never seen before. Like the second soccer player, it might have taken them years
and numerous attempts at shooting the ball to learn exactly how to strike it so that it hits
the upper right corner every time. Despite this downfall, neural networks are quickly

emerging as powerful function approximation tools in a number of industries. The Python
packages, Pytorch/Tensorflow, power neural network development and allow users to
build neural networks quickly and easily from start to finish. These packages contain a
multitude of pre-programmed attributes which under normal circumstances would need to

be manually programmed and therefore subject to human error.

There is a plethora of different types of neural networks, each with their own
unique attributes and purpose. For the data in this study a neural network with the ability

to process time series data and formulate patterns was necessary. Based on known
architectures and their functions, 3 different types of networks were considered:
Recurrent Neural Network, Convolutional Neural Network, or Multilayer Perceptron

(Geron, 2017). Typically, recurrent neural networks, RNNs, are used for time series data.
However, RNN’s are susceptible to the vanishing/exploding gradient problem (Geron,

2017). This means that as the algorithm attempts to learn the gradient of the function, it
finds that it grows extremely large or extremely small and will update the weights in the

corresponding layers accordingly (Geron, 2017). In the case of the exploding gradient,
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this will cause the algorithm to diverge while in the case of the vanishing gradient the

algorithm will never converge to a good solution (Geron, 2017). In addition, RNNs have

a tendency to “forget.” With extremely long time series data, the memory of the first
input will gradually fade away as the data passes through the RNN (Geron, 2017). Lastly,

RNNs are associated with a long training time which is not advantageous when trying to

quickly tune a model (Geron, 2017). As a result, RNNs were not considered for the
neural network architecture in this study.

This leaves the remaining two candidates, convolutional neural network (CNN) or

its older brother the multilayer perceptron, MLP. Both types of networks are considered

robust and provide the ability to easily tune hyperparameters (Geron, 2017). CNNs are
useful with data that have spatial relationships (Stevens & Antiga, 2020). Typically used

for image processing and 3-dimensional data, CNNs can also be powerful tools when it

comes to time series information. The defining characteristic of a CNN is the way it looks

at input data. Input data is translated into a convolutional layer, which means that neurons
in this layer are not connected to every single data point. Instead, the neurons are only

connected to data within a small window, the receptive field (Geron, 2017). Using this

spatial relationship within the smaller window, CNNs can slowly build up a portfolio of
features by first identifying lines and edges and continuously adding more abstract
features with each hidden layer (Geron, 2017). In other words, low level features are

translated to high level features with each hidden layer (Geron, 2017). In contrast MLPs
take input data and each data point is connected to a neuron in the next hidden layer.

Subsequent hidden layers are fully connected to the first one. This leads to an extremely
large number of parameters and required storage because every node is internally
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connected (Geron, 2017). This is also problematic because it can lead to overfitting
(Stevens & Antiga, 2020). As a result, the argument for a CNN can be justified and will

be the architecture used in this study.
Now that a neural network architecture has been selected, the hidden layers must

be considered. The hidden layers are what allow the network to learn more about the
input data and how it is related to the data points around it. In the case of time series data

these layers will allow the network to learn about the function and how to accurately
approximate it with data it has never seen before. There are several different types of

hidden layers that are necessary to allow the network to accomplish this task, and
constructing each layer involves a plethora of decisions. Most common CNNs are
comprised of at least one convolutional layer, several nonlinear activation functions, a
pooling layer, and finally a fully connected layer that outputs the labeled data (Figure 4.1,

Geron, 2017).

Figure 4.1: Illustrates the general structure of an image processing CNN. This photo by
Frontiers in Psychology is licensed under Creative Commons

The first layer that needs consideration is the input layer. In this case, the layer is

comprised of the sensor data that was generated in the previous chapter, containing
signals for both an EMG and IMU. The size of this layer is determined by a

hyperparameter known as window size. Hyperparameters are tuning features that affect a
myriad of different aspects of the neural network’s ability to learn and generalize.
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Window size is how much data is contained in the input layer and its size will influence

how strongly features are conveyed as the layer is subsampled to produce the
convolutional layer. If the window size is too large, then features may be lost whereas if
the window size is too small then features may appear to be too noisy and the model will

not generalize well. Now that the input layer has been fully explained, the discussion can

move to the first hidden layer, the convolutional layer.
To construct the convolutional layer, the network must first take snippets from the

input layer. This consists of a receptive field that takes data from each of the input

channels. The receptive field is made up of two parameters, the kernel size and stride
size. The kernel size dictates how many points from the input layer are used to construct

the corresponding neuron in the convolutional layer. In terms of Figure 4.1, the kernel is
the small gray square on the “Input Layer.” The stride size dictates how often points are

sampled and is responsible for the number neurons in the convolutional layer. These are
important parameters because they determine how much spatial data the neural network

is exposed to. Kernel size is typically kept small, which helps with the computation time.
Most example architectures utilize a kernel size of 3 or less (Geron, 2017; Stevens &

Antiga, 2020). As the kernel moves through the input layer, it then multiplies the data by
an arbitrary weight and computes the weighted sum (Stevens & Antiga, 2020). The result

is compiled into a feature map that forms the convolutional layer (the pink and peach
colored layers in Figure 4.1).
One important concept to note before continuing is that storing the data within

these neurons is not like typical variable storage, which can consist of floats, integers, etc.
Data in these neural networks is stored as tensors (Rashid, 2020). This type of variable
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storage contains the capacity to recognize that it is being made up of other tensors. For

example, x = 4 and y = (x-5)(x-6)(x-7), neural networks understand that y is a new tensor
that also contains x (Rashid, 2020). The importance of this type of storage will become

clearer as the remaining hidden layers are explained.
An additional decision that must

be made at this step is which activation

function to use to scale the newly formed
feature maps in order to identify
important patterns in the data (Geron,

2017). The activation function has a large
influence on the performance of the
neural network. Typically, after the

convolutional layer, the feature map is

Figure 4.2: Illustrates common activation
functions used in neural network
development. This figure by Coursera is
licensed under Creative Commons.

passed through an activation function before pooling. Most of these specific types of

functions are both nonlinear and differentiable (Stevens & Antiga, 2020). They also

typically are asymptotically bounded as the input tends towards negative infinity with the
equal and opposite reaction occurring as the input tends towards positive infinity (Stevens
& Antiga, 2020). Lastly, activation functions are typically comprised of a nontrivial

range and/ or a saturated range (Stevens & Antiga, 2020). Some common activation

functions are illustrated in Figure 4.2. Choosing the right activation function is important

because it is the first line of defense in preventing a vanishing or exploding gradient
during the backpropagation step (Geron, 2017). Backpropagation is how the neural

network learns, taking what is produced in the output layer and propagating the error
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gradient as it moves back towards the input layer (Geron, 2017). It has been found that

typical activation functions used like the sigmoid or hyperbolic tangent functions saturate

too quickly with positive gradient values and have derivatives too close to 0 (Geron,

2017). Furthermore, there is a very diluted gradient which must be backpropagated
through the network, producing subpar results (Geron, 2017).
Luckily, new activation functions with better performance have been found. The

modern activation functions, ReLU, Leaky ReLU, and Exponential LU do not saturate
for positive values (Geron, 2017). However, these modern functions come with their own
pros and cons. For example, the ReLU activation function although quick to compute can

lead to a problem known as “dying ReLUs” (Geron, 2017). This implies that “during

training, some neurons, effectively die, meaning they stop outputting anything other than
0” (Geron, 2017). This phenomenon occurs when the sum of the weighted input to the

neuron is negative, which corresponds to a gradient equal to 0 in the ReLU activation
function (Geron, 2017). When this happens, the neuron is unlikely to resurrect itself and
change course. Despite these problems, ReLU is still cited as a good activation function
because it is faster to compute than other functions and gradient descent does not get

stuck on as many plateaus; it also does not saturate for large input values (Stevens &

Antiga, 2020).
To combat the “dying ReLU,” studies have shown that the Leaky ReLU

activation function is the answer. With this activation function a negative weighted sum
will only cause the neuron to go “into a long coma,” but there is hope of revival (Geron,

2017). However, this activation function runs the risk of overfitting small datasets
(Geron, 2017).
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The most recently proposed activation function is the exponential linear unit,
ELU. Studies have demonstrated that this function is far better than both the ReLU or
Leaky ReLU activation functions, improving overall network performance and

expediting training time. This function is the most effective at eliminating the vanishing
gradient problem and the dying unit issue; however, it is slower to compute than ReLU

(Geron, 2017). In a nutshell, the question that needs to be answered is whether the

accuracy of the model is affected enough to warrant a slower computation time. If the
answer is yes, the accuracy is greatly affected then an ELU activation function should be
used. However, if the accuracy is largely unaffected and the computation time is much

faster then a Leaky ReLu activation function should be used. Moreover, if is discovered
that the model is experiencing overfitting then a ReLU activation function would be the

next logical step. To reduce the importance of making this choice correctly, a technique
called batch normalization can be used. This added layer will be discussed in greater
detail later in the section. Ultimately the ELU function was chosen because of its ability

to prevent an exploding/vanishing gradient and its ability to expedite training time. With
this final decision the convolutional layer has been fully defined and attention can now be

focused on the next hidden layer, the pooling layer.
After the convolutional layer, in typical CNNs, the data is subsequently passed
through a pooling layer (blue layer Figure 4.1). Pooling layers are necessary to subsample

the input image and reduce the computational load, memory usage, and number of

parameters thereby reducing the risk of overfitting (Geron, 2017). Pooling also ensures
that the CNN is more tolerant to location invariance or shifts in the data (Geron, 2017).
Like the convolutional layer a kernel passes across the data to look at a small window of
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the feature map and the stride size will determine how often this is done. Unlike the

convolutional layer, a pooling procedure is used to construct this feature map. There are

several different types of pooling that can be used. Each type again presents pros and
cons which must be considered. Most common, max pooling will only look at the

maximum value within the kernel and utilize that value as an input to the feature map

while all other values are ignored (Geron, 2017). In other words, this method of pooling

ensures only the most prominent feature is used (Stevens & Antiga, 2020). Conversely,
average pooling will update the pooling layer with the average value from the kernel,

thus emphasizing only the average features, which may not give the neural network a
strong enough base to generalize from (Geron, 2017). This method has fallen out of favor

and is not as widely used anymore (Stevens & Antiga, 2020). As a result, max pooling
will be used in this neural network architecture. Finally, the last hidden layer can be

discussed.
The last layer in a typical convolutional neural network is the fully connected
layer (purple layer Figure 4.1). This layer is yet another step to combat overfitting.

Within the fully connected layer there are several strategies that can be employed to
regulate all the parameters created during model training. Early stopping, l1 and l2

Errar

regularization, max-norm regularization,
data augmentation, and dropout are some of

the most common regulation techniques.

Early stopping is a method
employed when the training and testing
Figure 4.3: Demonstrates the Early
Stopping Regularization Technique. This
image by ‘Guopa’’ on Github is licensed
by Creative Commons

error begin to diverge from one another
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(Figure 4.3). This technique is best used in conjunction with another regulation method

(Geron, 2017). However, as studies will show in the next section, it was unnecessary to
employ this technique for this particular model.

The next strategy, l1 and l2 regularization are both methods that penalize the loss
function, for large weights and biases (Stevens & Antiga, 2020). Large weights and
biases may indicate that the model is attempting to simply memorize the data and will not

generalize well with data that it has never seen before (Kinsley & Kukiela, 2020). Within
many commonly used software packages this method is employed and tuned within the

chosen optimizer, so it is unnecessary to add it again in the fully connected layer.

Another strategy, max-norm regularization, is used to constrain the weights of
incoming connections (Geron, 2017). This technique is also effective at controlling a
vanishing/exploding gradient if batch normalization is not in use (Geron, 2017). For this
model batch normalization was added, so max-norm regulation was not considered.

An additional strategy, data augmentation can be a powerful regulation tool when
there is not enough data present (Geron, 2017). Algorithms using data augmentation are

typically those looking to classify images. Data augmentation allows the algorithm to
create a new dataset based on the data that is already in use by scaling, rotating, and
translating input images (Geron, 2017). This method is not practical for time-series data

and therefore will not be employed for this algorithm.
Lastly, dropout is a feature that selects a random fraction of the output nodes

across the network to “zero out” or ignore with every iteration (Figure 4.4, Stevens &

Antiga, 2020). This technique is useful in datasets where noise is present (Kinsley &
Kukiela, 2020). In addition, dropout helps prevent “co-adoption” where the neurons cheat
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using the output from the surrounding
neurons, forcing them to learn the function

on their own. To prevent co-adoption and
ensure the CNN can handle noisy data the

decision was made to utilize dropout in the

Figure 4.4: Generic Neural Network
after applying dropout. This photo by
‘P. Galeone’ is licensed under Creative
Commons.

fully connected layer. In addition to the

main hidden layers, there are additional

layers that may be added to improve the
overall performance of the CNN. One such layer is known as batch normalization.

Batch normalization is an additional hidden layer used after a convolutional layer
before passing it through an activation function. This technique was developed as another
defense against a vanishing/exploding gradient during training and has been proven to

drastically improve overall performance (Geron, 2017). Batch normalization is a
powerful tool because it rescales the data using the mean and standard deviation so that

the model can learn “the most optimal scale and mean of the inputs for each layer”

(Geron, 2017). It also helps alleviate over saturation of the data before passing it through
the activation function (Stevens & Antiga, 2020). This makes the model more robust as

it is not as susceptible to errors caused by the chosen activation function. The only
downside to the addition of a batch normalization layer is that additional computation

time is necessary and the model will in turn make slower predictions (Geron, 2017).
However, in this case it was determined that slower predictions were an acceptable trade

off for the peace of mind that potential method errors due to the activation function were
minimized.
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Now that decisions have been made regarding the general architecture of the
neural network, the focus can be shifted to how this network will learn. In general, neural

networks learn by minimizing loss functions, which can take many forms just like

activation functions. The two main loss functions are cross entropy loss or mean squared
error loss. Cross entropy loss functions are typically used for classification problems

while mean squared error is used for regression problems (Rashid, 2020). This simulation

is aiming to predict motion based on artificial sensor signals, which falls under the
category of a regression problem. As a result, mean squared error will be used for this
study (Equation 4.1, Press et al., 1992).
':>E..pi

.'.p

p .

(4.1)

p in this case are the known solution variable values, generated along with the input
sensor data while pj pertains to the CNN’s predicted solution values. Essentially the

neural network guesses the output and uses the training data as an answer key to check its
work.

The next step in the learning process is to choose how the loss function will be
minimized. The various software available for building neural networks contain built in

optimizers. For this simulation Pytorch is used so the following discussion is based on
optimizers available for use on this platform. The built-in optimizers employ common

techniques like momentum optimization and stochastic gradient descent. Some
commonly used optimizers include Adagrad, SGD, RMSProp, and Adam (Geron, 2017).

Although there are many options available, Adam is the most commonly used and

frequently cited as the best choice (Geron, 2017). Because of its popularity and
robustness, this will also be the optimizer used in this simulation. The Adam Optimizer is
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an “algorithm for first order gradient based optimization of stochastic objective functions

based on adaptive estimates of lower order moments” (Kingma & Lei Ba, 2015). What
this means is that this optimizer keeps track of two different averages: exponentially

decaying average of past gradients and exponentially decaying average of past squared
gradients (Geron, 2017). Another perk of this optimizer is that it maintains a fixed

parameter learning rate, which improves performance when optimizing functions with
sparse gradients (Kingma & Lei Ba, 2015). Because it requires a fixed learning rate,

Adam is notoriously easy to tune further justifying this choice (Geron, 2017).
The last decisions regarding the neural network that must be made are decisions

about the hyperparameters. As stated previously, hyperparameters are responsible for
tuning the model. Window size has already been mentioned, but there are many more.

Learning rate, number of epochs, and batch size are just a few of the parameters that will
need to be tuned.

Learning rate is responsible for how frequently the weights are updated in the

optimization algorithm (Geron, 2017). Large learning rates may cause a solution to
converge too quickly, producing suboptimal results whereas a learning rate that is too

small may take too long to produce a solution (Geron, 2017).
In addition to learning rate, the number of epochs is the number of times the CNN
will pass the training data set through the network (Geron, 2017). Typically, the number

of epochs is increased until the error from the model has been sufficiently minimized
(Geron, 2017).
The last hyperparameter to be discussed is the batch size. Batch size deals with

how much data the neural network sees to compute an approximation of the gradient
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(Keskar, Nocedal, Mudigere, Smelyanskiy, & Tang, 2017). Batch size typically ranges
from 32-1024, with larger batch sizes producing subpar results (Keskar et al., 2017). The

reasoning for this is that the training and testing functions will converge to a sharp
minimum and thus produce the inability to generalize (Keskar et al., 2017). Now that all

the decisions have been made regarding this CNN architecture (Figure 4.5). The network

itself can be built, which will be seen in the next section.

4.2 Building the Convolutional Neural Network
The first step after finalizing the basic decisions about the network architecture is

to decide on the size and layout of the hidden layers. This can vary drastically from

network to network based on the desired outcome. In this case the network, like the
trajectory optimization model, needs to predict the state variables (position, angular

velocity, fiber length, and activation) associated with forearm flexion as well as the
muscle force using the artificial sensor data generated in Chapter III. Because this model
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utilizes time series data all the hidden layers will be one dimensional as opposed to
typical image classification networks which would require 2 dimensional layers like

Figure 4.1 illustrates. A good starting point for the network layout would be what has
been cited by Geron as a typical CNN architecture. This layout is constructed using an
input layer, which gets passed to a convolutional layer, a pooling layer, then another

convolutional layer, and finally a series of fully connected layers (Figure 4.6).

Figure 4.6: Typical CNN architecture, the blue circles indicate where the hidden layer is
passed through some specified activation function. (Geron, 2017; Stevens and Antiga
2020)
After establishing a baseline layout, the size of the hidden layers must be

explored. This is best done using an informed guess and check method or optimization
software. For this study an informed guess and check method was used employing
techniques from other successful and similar networks like AlexNet and LeNet-5 (Geron,

2017). Overall, the internal structure of a CNN should attempt to gradually flatten and
deepen the network so that it has a sort of funnel shape. If this is done too quickly the

model may converge to a solution too rapidly, which will lead to subpar results.

Starting with the first convolutional layer, the initial size of this layer is

predetermined by the number of input channels. The input channels are contingent on the
desired study, so for this network there will be one channel for each sensor signal. The
number of output channels from this convolutional layer is where the informed guessing
occurs. AlexNet uses an output size from the first convolution as 96; however, this would

most definitely deepen the network too quickly, so a good starting place might be output
size of 32. The next decision to be made is what size stride and kernel should be used to
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subsample the input layer. Usually kernel and stride size are small values, typically

ranging from 3-5 and the latter from 1-4 (Geron, 2017). Based on this information a
kernel size of 3 and a stride size of 1 will be used as a starting point (Geron, 2017;

Stevens & Antiga, 2020). Essentially what this means is that the neural network takes

every 3 data points from each sensor signal to construct a weighted sum and the
collection of these weighted sums forms the feature map for this layer. The resulting
feature map was passed through an ELU activation function as was decided in the

previous section.
The next layer to be created is the pooling layer. Based on the decision made in
the last section, both pooling layers will use max pooling to construct the feature maps in

this layer. As stated previously the convolutional layer is subsampled to create the
pooling layer, so an additional kernel and stride size will be required. The range of values

used for this kernel and stride is not same as that used to construct the convolutional
layer. There is also some basic math required for this step in order to ensure the

subsequent tensors will not have mismatching sizes, which will cause network errors.

With this in mind, a kernel size of 2 and a stride of 2 was used as the base point.
In a typical CNN, the pooling layer is then passed into a second convolutional
layer. The convolutional layer will have the same input size as the output from the first

convolutional layer, so in this case the input will be 32 channels. The network can then be

widened further by outputting 64 channels from this layer. The stride and kernel will be
kept the same as the first convolutional layer. However, before passing this layer through
an activation function batch normalization will be added as was discussed in the previous

section. The reason for this addition was to easily add a second method of regularization
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as is employed in AlexNET (Geron, 2017). However, AlexNET was an image classifying

network so it uses data augmentation, which would not have been prudent for this
application. Afterwards this layer will be passed through an ELU activation function.
Now that the second convolutional layer is complete, the focus can be shifted

toward the last layer, the fully connected layer. This layer will take an input of 704
features, which is the calculated output from the convolutional layer. At this point the

network will start to resemble an inverse funnel as it loses its width and depth to
accommodate for the appropriate number of output channels. In this case there are 5
output channels, one for each state variable and the muscle force. As was decided in the
previous section, dropout will be used in this fully connected layer as is done in AlexNet

(Geron, 2017). The rate of dropout is a parameter that must be tuned, however the

acceptable range for this parameter is more straight forward. The percentage of nodes
ignored must be less than 100% and greater than 0%, typically quantities between 20%50% dropout rate are chosen (Stevens & Antiga, 2020; Geron, 2017).

The output from the fully connected layer is yet another quantity to be adjusted

and the acceptable range is a lot less clear. As a result, a starting point 112 will be used
(Stevens & Antiga, 2020). Before the dropout process, the fully connected layer is passed
through the activation function one last time (Stevens & Antiga, 2020). After dropout, a
linear activation function is used to squeeze the tensor from a length of 112 channels to

the appropriate output size, which consists of 5 channels. The last step before training the
neural network is to set the hyperparameters.

As stated in the previous section the hyperparameters are what determine how
well the neural network learns. In other words, they determine how much experience it
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gets. For this model learning rate, number of epochs, window size, and batch size are all

hyperparameters that will need to be established.

The first hyperparameter to be set is the learning rate, which controls how fast or
slow the model learns. A standard learning rate used by Adam, the optimizer, is 0.001,

which will also be the starting rate for this simulation (Geron, 2017).
Secondly, the number of epochs must be set, this number controls how many

times the network will see the training data. If it is too high the model will start to overfit
and training and testing errors will begin to diverge. Unfortunately, there is not an

acceptable range for the number of epochs. This value is heavily contingent on the neural

network and will vary widely from model to model. Some models will utilize over 1000
epochs while others may be content with 10. A good middle ground seemed to be 200, so
that will be the starting point for this simulation.

Additionally, the window size must also be determined. This parameter controls

how big the input layer is and will again vary based on the data used as the input to the
network. Moreover, the window size will dictate how quickly the neural network can

make predictions on the solution variables during testing. To make a prediction the

network requires at least one window of data. The larger the window the longer it will
take for the network to make a prediction. Based on the length of the input data, 50 was

used as the starting window size.
Lastly, batch size controls how many points are used to construct the gradient
during the backpropagation step. As stated in the previous section, an acceptable range

for this number usually falls between 32-1024, so 256 seemed like a good starting point.
However, this parameter will not be fully tuned in this section because it is the variable
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that is tested and tuned in the simulation study presented in Chapter V. Now that all the

parameters have been set the neural network can be trained.

4.3 Training and Tuning the CNN
Like all neural networks, CNNs require lots of training data. Essentially the
training data provides the neural network with experience and the more experience the

better. An analogy would be comparing the skill level of a 10-year-old soccer player to a
professional soccer player. If you asked both to shoot the ball into the upper right corner

of the goal, it would be expected that the professional would perform better as a result of
years of experience.
To generate the data, the BE IDE solver created in Chapter III was run for a

duration of 1000s with random control inputs. The data was sampled every 10
milliseconds thus generating 100,000 data points for each sensor input as well as each

solution variable (6, w, fiber length, activation, and muscle force). In other words, a
matrix of size 100,000 x 9 was created. This data was then split into two categories,
training data and testing data. The training data consisted of 80% of the total input while

20% was set aside for testing.

Before passing the data into the network it was normalized using the mean and
standard deviation of each channel. This step is crucial as the range of values for each

channel is drastically different and thus the internal scaling used to identify features will
have a hard time finding accurate weights to fit the model. To determine the accuracy of
the trained model the RMS error of each solution variable was measured. The iterative
process to determine the hidden layer size was a manual search based on the idea that the

network should remain as narrow and as deep as possible. The first test network
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architecture is presented in Table 4.1 and was developed based on the starting points
described in the previous section. The training results from this network are illustrated in
in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Left - Training (red) vs. Testing Loss Avg. (blue) Comparison Right Solution Variable RMS Error
The aim of this network as stated in the previous section is to minimize a loss
function, which was chosen as MSE. The method presented in Figure 4.7 seems to

minimize this function quite well and converge to an accurate solution without
overfitting. If method was overfit Figure 4.7 would resemble Figure 4.3 where the
training (blue) and testing (red) averages would begin to separate. The second criteria that

can be used to predict the accuracy of the network is to analyze the RMS error associated
with each solution variable. This network produces precise and accurate predictions for
each state variable and an accurate estimation of muscle force. This estimation may get
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better with more hyperparameter tuning, but if not, the method can be said to be accurate
enough. Any further tuning of the hidden layer size will produce such small changes in

the solution variable RMS error that it can be considered irrelevant. As a result, this

method architecture will be used in further testing and hyperparameter tuning. The next
course of action is to verify that the kernel and stride size were chosen appropriately.

Since a kernel size of 2 or 3 is most
common this parameter will not be tuned (Geron,

2017; Stevens & Antiga, 2020). It can be assumed
that what is chosen is accurate enough. However,

to confirm the stride size was appropriately chosen

for the convolutional layers the fourth model will
Figure 4.8: CNN architecture
with a stride size of 2.

be used with a stride size of 2. The result from
training this model can be seen in Figure 4.8, and

as the figure demonstrates, a stride size of 2 creates chaos. The model never converges to
an accurate solution and begins to diverge. The divergence suggests that the inaccurate

solution that it did find is also overfit. As a result, no further tuning is necessary, a stride
size of 1 can be used in the convolutional hidden layers.

Now that the hidden layers have been modified attention can be turned to the

hyperparameters. Using the chosen network architecture, a random search method will be

manually employed to tune the hyperparameters. The goal of this hyperparameter tuning
will be to minimize the RMS error associated with each solution variable. The network
will be trained with a myriad of hyperparameters and tested using the testing data set

(20% of the generated data). Software is available for this function; however, the RMS
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error for each solution variable was already acceptable indicating these parameters were

chosen close to their optimal values. Typical bounds for these parameters are illustrated
in Equation 4.2.

learning rate
no. epochs
widow size
dropout rate

(1e - 6 < Ir < 1e - 3
j 50 < epoch < 1000
j 10 < window < 500
V .1 < dropout < .7

(4.2)

The first parameter to be modified will be learning rate, which is currently 0.001.
When analyzing the training and testing loss averages presented in Figure 4.7, the model

converged to a solution extremely fast; this would suggest that the learning rate may be
too large. Usually this parameter is varied by powers of 10. Using the specified network
architecture, the method was re-trained using a learning rate of 1e-4, and 1e-5. The RMS

error from each solution variable was recorded in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2 Learning Rate Tuning
Learning
Angular
Angle
Rate
Velocity
(rad)
(rad/s)
0.002647 0.021272
1.00E-04
1.00E-05
0.006602 0.037409

Fiber
Length
(Lce/Lceopt)
0.001142
0.002633

Activation (*)

0.001421
0.003591

Muscle
Force
(N)
1.428803
3.168066

Overall, neither of the specified learning rates produced exceptionally large changes in
the RMS error associated with each solution variable. In fact, a learning rate of 1e-5
performed much worse when predicting muscle force and activation. This suggests that a

learning rate of 0.001 is acceptable and can be used in further testing.
The next parameter that should be adjusted is the number of epochs, which is

currently set to 200. This parameter is usually varied by powers of 10, so 100, 300, and
500 epochs will be used in the subsequent tests (Table 4.3). If this parameter is set too

high then the model will be overfit, and the training and testing averages will diverge.
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Table 4.3 Epoch Tuning
Al
/nge
Epochs
(
)
100
0.004546
300
0.003074
500
0.004024

Angular
Fiber
Velocity
Length
(rad/s)
(Lce/Lceopt)
0.022336
0.001858
0.013975
0.001284
0.015208
0.001552

Activation (*)
0.001223
0.000751
0.000699

Muscle
Force
(N)
1.392165
0.987129
1.056072

Again, the tests indicate that there are such minute changes in the RMS error associated

with each state variable that changing this parameter will not make much of a difference.
Moreover, muscle force is predicted with less precision in each of the tests further

justifying the current epoch size The argument against increasing the number of epochs
can be made as this change will drastically increase the training, which is not a wise

decision. This may be a beneficial increase when noise is added to the data; however, it

could also cause the method to overfit the data. As a result, the decision can be made to
continue using 200 epochs for future testing.

With this in mind, the influence of window size on the network can now be
explored. Window sizes of 10, 30, 80, and 100 were used alongside a learning rate of
0.001, batch size of 256, and dropout rate of 0.2. The RMS error for each solution
variable is recorded in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4 Window Size Tuning
Angular
Angle
Window
Velocity
Size
(rad)
(rad/s)
10
0.00398
0.02667
30
0.003696
0.02411
80
0.007858
0.1612
100
0.006791 0.165302

Fiber
Length
(Lce/Lceopt)
0.001549
0.001282
0.003766
0.003348

Activation (*)
0.001475
0.001085
0.011925
0.01213

Muscle
Force
(N)
1.92103
1.092933
9.42966
9.656983

Testing window size produced interesting results, each solution variable was predicted

with less slightly less precision than the original method thus, indicating that 50 is an
adequate window size and this parameter needs no further tuning. However, as stated
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previously this parameter will control how quickly the model is able to make an

estimation with data it has never seen before. If the simulation study required a faster

output with less lag time the argument could be made for a window size of 10.
Dropout rate is the last hyperparameter to be tuned, usually this value is kept at

20%, but 10%, 30%, and 50% dropout rates will all be testing to prove that this value is
the most optimal. The results from these tests can be seen in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5 Dropout Rate Tuning
Angular
Angle
Dropout
Velocity
(rad)
(rad/s)
0.005318 0.018722
0.1
0.3
0.003536 0.017114
0.5
0.00335 0.022423

Fiber
Length
(Lce/Lceopt)
0.002298
0.00142
0.001259

Activation (*)

0.001154
0.000831
0.001131

Muscle
Force
(N)
1.140441
1.07109
1.069345

Like the previous tests, the RMS error associated with each solution variable changes

very little and in fact muscle force is predicted with less accuracy for each dropout rate.
Thus, the choice can be made to keep the dropout rate at 20%.

Now that each of the hyperparameters have been tuned the CNN architecture can

be finalized as is illustrated in Figure 4.9. The code for this network will be available on

Github as “CNN.py” (Appendix 1, Wisniewski, 2020).

Figure 4.9: Final Neural Network Architecture utilizing an ELU activation function,
learning rate of 0.001, number of epochs equal to 200, batch size of256, and dropout rate
of 20%

4.4 Concluding Remarks
Overall, the RMS error in each parameter tuning test fluctuates very little

indicating that this model is fairly robust and able to adapt to a variety of changes. This
will be important in the next chapter when noise is added to the data and the batch size is
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varied as part of the simulation study. The simulation study aims to compare the RMS

error associated with each solution variable using both the neural network and trajectory
optimization. The results and conclusion of this study will also be discussed in the next

chapter as well as future work.
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CHAPTER V

SIMULATION STUDY

In this chapter a simulation study was created to test the trajectory optimization

with IPOPT and the CNN with Pytorch. The trajectory optimization method requires

artificial sensor data and a dynamics model as an input. The dynamics model for this
simulation mathematically replicates forearm flexion. The accuracy of the model was

tested using a Backward Euler IDE solver, which was also used to generate the solution
variables and artificial sensor data necessary for the following simulation.

The artificial sensor data is comprised of an EMG and IMU. The EMG produces
one signal, the EMG envelope, a pre-processed signal mathematically modeled as the

muscle activation. The IMU produces three signals, two of which are derived from the
accelerometer and the last one derived from the gyroscope.

The second solution method used in this simulation study, as stated previously, is

a convolutional neural network. This method only requires the artificial sensor data to
estimate the solution variables. This method is designed using an iterative process of

informed guesses to construct and an optimal network and tune its parameters. In general,
neural networks are useful for their ability to make real time predictions.
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5.1 Test Data
The first step in creating the simulation study was to construct different sets of
data generated with varying signal to noise (noise/signal) ratios for each sensor signal.

The data was generated using a BE IDE solver with a variable control input as described
in Chapter 3. The data was sampled every 10 milliseconds to produce 100,000 points for

each sensor signal as well as each solution variable. The resulting matrix had a shape of

100,000 x 9, representing 1000s of randomly controlled elbow flexion. However, noise
was only added to the sensor signals, or the first 4 columns of data. The first data set
contained no noise while the subsequent data sets contained noise/signal (N/S) ratios 0.1,

0.2, and 0.4 respectively. This ratio, P, along with the RMS value of each signal was
multiplied by a random number to generate the noise vector. This vector was
subsequently added to the corresponding sensor signal (Equation 5.1).

sk,new =sk+ n(0,P)RMSk,k = 1 ...4

(5.1)

where n(^,o) is used for random numbers drawn from a
Gaussian probability distribution with a mean, n and standard deviation o
However, not all the data was used to test the capabilities of each solution

method. The reason for conducting a simulation of this size was to provide the neural

network with enough training data. As stated in Chapter IV, the artificial data was split,
80% was used for training and the remaining 20% was used for testing. Both codes were
tested and compared on an even smaller sample of the testing data, which was a 5s
duration. This validation data set was also sampled at a rate of 10 milliseconds, producing

500 nodal points. The simulated data used for each N/S ratio can be seen in Figure 5.1.
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Sensor Signals
N/S = 0
Accelerometer x

Accelerometer y

EMG

Time (s)

Sensor Signals
N/S = 0.2
Accelerometer x

Accelerometer y

Gyroscope

EMG

0

i

2

Time (s)

Figure 5.1: Sensor data used by each model to predict the solution variables (top left
to bottom right) N/S = 0, N/S = .1, N/S = .2, andN/S = 0.4. Each data set contains
signals for (top to bottom) force in x direction, force in y direction, gyroscope, EMG
envelope

5.2 Trajectory Optimization Study
Now that the method for data collection has been established, the parameters to be

varied for each solution method can be discussed. Trajectory optimization is most heavily
reliant on the ratio of the weighting factors in the objective function (^effort/^track)- As
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stated previously, ^effort, places emphasis on the control portion of the objective

function while Wtrack places emphasis on how closely the sensor data is followed (van
den Bogert et. al, 2011). Before running each trial, the method was run using a weight

ratio of 0 to ensure that it could replicate the ground-truth solution (orange line) with

almost 100% precision and accuracy when there is no noise in the data. This is expected
because as the weight ratio approaches 0 the objective function will also approach 0. A
TEST
WR = 0 and N/S = 0

quick sanity check proves this as seen in Figure 5.2.

Forearm Position

For this experiment weight ratios of 0.01, 0.1,
1, 10, and 100 were analyzed. After running each

trial, it was discovered that lower weight ratios

produced the best results as the method was able to
Muscle Activation

ignore noise while still maintaining an appropriate
Muscle Force

Time (s)

trajectory. A snapshot of the method’s performance
can be seen in Figure 5.3, which demonstrates the

Figure 5.2: Comparison of the
solution variable estimation at an N/S ratio of 0.2.
estimated (blue) and ground
truth (orange) solutions with
As illustrated in Figure 5.3, at a weight ratio
noiseless data and a weight ratio
of 0. The expectation is that both of 0.01, 0.1, and 1 there is very little difference
solutions are identical.
between the estimated solution at the lower weight

ratios. However, there are points within the solution estimation (blue line) that follow the
noise too closely. This is especially apparent in the estimation of activation and muscle
force whose solutions seemed to be closely tied to the sporadic EMG signal. This signal

is manipulated by a variable control input, which produces changes in motion at random,
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which would cause rapid fluctuations in the activated biceps brachii as the forearm
switches back and forth between flexion and extension.

Figure 5.3: Illustrates the estimated (blue) vs. ground truth (orange) solution at an N/S
ratio of 0.2. The estimated solution is the trajectory optimization’s predicted solution
while the measured solution is the “true” values recorded during the data generation
process (see previous section).
At a N/S ratio of 0.4 the method’s predictions of muscle activation and muscle

force are worse even with the lower weight ratios (Figure 5.4). Moreover, the large

amount of noise present in the IMU signals at an N/S ratio of 0.4 suggests that the

predicted trajectories of the forearm angle and angular velocity are affected (Figure 5.4).
These differences seem to be more pronounced in the estimation of angular velocity,
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which may be attributed to the fact that this variable is estimated using all three IMU
signals whereas the position is only estimated using two.

Figure 5.4: Illustrates the estimated (blue) vs. ground-truth (orange) solution at an N/S
ratio of 0.4 for all weight ratios.
In contrast, at higher weight ratios (10/ 100) there are large gaps between the

estimated solution and measured solution as demonstrated in Figure 5.3. The gap gets

drastically worse at a weight ratio of 100 where there is really no attempt by the

trajectory optimization to utilize the sensor data. This trend is present at every noise level
as can be seen in Figure 5.4.
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To determine the accuracy and precision of the method across all N/S ratios the

RMS error of each solution variable was recorded. Before analyzing the data, it must be

noted that when recording the RMS error for fiber length and activation the first data
point was excluded because these quantities do not affect the sensor signals at t=0.
Conversely, the last datapoint was not included when calculating the RMS error

associated with muscle force for the same reason. With the two larger weight ratios, the

RMS error indicates that because so much emphasis is placed on avoiding effort, the

control portion of the objective function, the sensor data is no longer being
acknowledged. However, at the higher N/S ratios the smallest weight ratios seem to

follow the noise too closely. This can be illustrated by examining the trials produced at
these weight ratios across all noise levels (Figure 5.5).

Muscle Force RMS Error
N/S Ratio vs. Weight Ratio
I PORT

Figure 5.5: Solution variable RMS error across all N/S ratios and weight ratios. N/S = 0
is illustrated in green, N/S = 0.1 is illustrated in blue, N/S ratio of 0.2 is illustrated in
red, and N/S ratio of 0.4 is illustrated in gray.
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As can be seen at a weight ratio of 100, the RMS error for all solution variables,
except for activation, is lacking precision. Moreover, the estimated solution for muscle

force is also lacking accuracy. Because a weight ratio of 100 produces such a large outlier
across all solution variables, it makes it difficult to determine the accuracy and precision

of the method at the lower weight ratios.
Although not as significant, a weight ratio of 10 also produces outliers in the

RMS error associated with each state variable. However, this weight ratio appears to aid
in the method’s prediction of muscle force at an N/S ratio of 0.4. Subsequently, the

results can be replotted excluding a weight ratio of 10 and 100 for each of the state
variable estimations (Figure 5.6) and excluding only 100 for the muscle force estimation
(Figure 5.7).

Figure 5.6: State variable RMS error across all N/S ratios for weight ratios of 0.01, 0.1,
and 1.
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According to Figure 5.6, the RMS error associated with each state variable

increases consistently as the N/S ratio increases. However, despite this consistent

increase, the trajectory optimization method is able to accurately and precisely predict
each state variable at lower weight ratios when the N/S ratio is below 0.2. At an N/S ratio

of 0.4, forearm position, muscle fiber length, and muscle activation are still estimated
accurately and precisely; however, the angular velocity estimation is accurate, but not as

precise.
This trend further proves the visual analysis provided earlier that at this N/S ratio
the method seems to follow the noise in the IMU signals too closely. It is also more

apparent that at an N/S ratio of 0.4 a weight ratio of 1 produces slightly better results
when predicting forearm position, muscle fiber length, and muscle activation. For

determining whether angular velocity was predicted more accurately, the actual RMS
values must be utilized. At a weight ratio of 0.1 the RMS error is 0.1129 whereas at a

weight ratio of 1 the RMS error is 0.1119, which is just barely more accurate. With this

information, it can be concluded that with high levels of noise an intermediate weight
ratio performs better than a small weight ratio.
Conversely, Figure 5.6 illustrates that at N/S ratios below 0.2 smaller weight

ratios produce better results, with almost indistinguishable difference between 0.01 and

0.1 for all state variables. With a complete analysis of the state variables, attention can be
turned to the method’s prediction of muscle force at weight ratios less than 100 (Figure
5.7).
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Like the state variables, the RMS error
Muscle Force RMS Error*
N/S Ratio vs. Weight Ratio
IPOPT

associated with muscle force increases

gradually as the N/S ratio increases. In
general, the trajectory optimization method is

able to accurately and precisely predict this
value with almost no error when there is no

noise in the data. However, when noise is

Figure 5.7: Muscle Force RMS error
across all N/S ratios with weight ratios
of 0.01, 0.1, and 1

added the estimated solution quickly becomes

unacceptable. When the noise to signal ratio is

equal to 0.1 the RMS error for weight ratios 0.01-1 is at or below 1, except at a weight
ratio of 10. An RMS error of around 1 is accurate, but not very precise. At N/S ratios of

0.2 and 0.4 the RMS error associated with muscle force is above 1, which lacks precision
however, the accuracy of the solution is slightly improved when the weight ratio is 1.
This further proves the observation that at higher N/S ratios an intermediate

weight ratio performs best. This may be attributed to the fact that both the sensor and

control portion of the objective function are weighted evenly and work together to avoid
following the noise too closely while still consistently maintaining enough muscle
activation to continue flexing and extending the forearm for the duration of the

simulation.
However, in general the conclusion can be drawn that even with an intermediate

weight ratio the trajectory optimization is too attentive to noise for this particular solution
variable. Furthermore, it can be concluded that the weight ratio should be chosen based

on the noise level in the sensor signals.
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5.3 CNN Study
In the case of the CNN, there are a multitude of parameters that could have been

chosen to test its performance. However, batch size was selected because with the
addition of noise there was speculation as how well the neural network would be able to
approximate the gradient and how many points would be necessary to do so. Batch size is

the hyperparameter that controls how many points are utilized in the backpropagation

algorithm to approximate the gradient. A batch size that is too small may be able to
generalize well, but it may not be very accurate. However, if the batch size is too large
the network may simply end up memorizing the data and will not be able to generalize at

all. Typical batch sizes range from 32 to 1024 and are varied by doubling the size of the
previously tested value. For this study batch sizes of 64, 128, 256, and 1024 were

investigated.

The CNN was retrained for each batch size at each N/S ratio so that it had the

ability to learn how to identify noise and the network could use the new batch size in its

prediction. As stated previously, neural networks are useful for making real time
predictions; however, there will be a slight lag in the prediction time, which is dependent

on the window size and sampling rate. After training, a neural network requires at least 1
window of data to estimate the solution. In this case, a window size of 50 was used with a

sampling rate of 10ms, so to make an estimation of the solution variables 50 points from

each sensor signal are necessary or a total of 200 points. Each point is spaced 10ms apart,

so the associated lag for this simulation study is 500ms. With this in mind, the trial results
can be further analyzed, and it was discovered that intermediate batch sizes produced the
best results. A glimpse into the network’s performance at an N/S ratio of 0.2 is illustrated

in Figure 5.8.
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As can be seen in Figure 5.8, the batch size has little effect on the model’s
prediction of forearm position, angular velocity, and fiber length. This trend is also
present when there is no noise in the data and at an N/S ratio of 0.1, indicating that

without any knowledge of physics this method was able to deduce and exploit patterns in
the data, learning a function with which to approximate these variables. Conversely, the

batch size does seem to influence variables that are controlled by the EMG input, muscle
activation and muscle force (Figure 5.8).
Trial 11
8S = 64. and N/S = 0.2

Trial 13
BS = 256. and N/S = 0.2

Trial 12
BS = 128, and N/S = 0.2

Forearm Postion

Forearm Postion

Forearm Postion

Angular velocity

Angular Velocity

Angular Velocity

35 ■ 1024, and N/5 = 0.2

BS = 512, and N/S = 0.2

Forearm Postion

Forearm Postion

Angular Velocity

Angular velocity

Figure 5.8: Illustrates the estimated (blue) vs. ground truth (orange) solution at an N/S
ratio of 0.2. The estimated solution is the CNN’s predicted solution while the measured
solution is the “true” values recorded during the data generation process (see first
section).
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Another observation to be made with the solution presented in Figure 5.8 is that
with a batch size of 64, it is obvious that the noise is followed more closely than with a

batch size of 512. This indicates that at the lower batch sizes the method’s gradient
approximation is overfitting the data whereas in contrast, larger batch sizes enable the

network to construct a gradient that ignores the noise and generalizes well. However,
when there is less noise in the data the highest batch sizes do not perform well because

the formulated gradient appears to have helped the network memorize the data and is too
general.

In complete contrast, at an N/S ratio of 0.4 the method does not perform as

expected. It follows the noise closely for each solution variable no matter the batch size
(Figure 5.9). This major difference in model performance can be traced back to how the

model was trained. Each batch size at this weight ratio produces a drastic deviation
between the training and testing loss with the worst deviations occurring in small batch

sizes (Figure 5.10).

As stated in Chapter IV, there was suspicion that the learning rate was too high;
however, it did not affect model performance when there were detectable patterns in the
data. With the addition of such a high level of noise the network cannot as quickly
conclude what patterns to look for, so it needs a longer amount of time to learn, and thus

a smaller learning rate. For future studies, if adjusting the learning rate still produced a
deviation in the training and testing loss the number of epochs may need to be decreased.

Another option would be to add an additional convolutional layer in an attempt to extract
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more features. However, exploration of these solutions is outside the scope of this
simulation study and must be consigned to future work.
Trial 17
BS = 128, and N/S - 0.4

Trial 16
BS = 64, and N/S = 0.4
Forearm Postion

Trial 18
BS - 256, and N/S - 0.4

Forearm Post»on

Forearm Postion

U e (Ue/Ueopo

omega (r»dA>

Angular Velocity

1024, and N/S - 0.4

512, and N/S Forearm Postion

Forearm Post »on

Angular Velocity

Muscle Fiber Length

Figure 5.9: Illustrates the estimated vs. ground-truth solution at an N/S ratio of 0.4 for
all batch sizes.
Now that there is a general understanding of the method’s performance the RMS

error associated with each state variable can be analyzed in greater detail to hopefully
provide more insight on the optimal batch size for this method (Figure 5.11).

Across each state variable there is a gradual increase in the RMS error as the level

of noise increases. However, the neural network is still able to predict each state variable
when the N/S ratio is less than 0.4 precisely and accurately.
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At an N/S ratio of 0.4 forearm position, fiber

length, and muscle activation are all estimated
precisely and accurately across all batch sizes. In

contrast, at an N/S ratio of 0.4 the angular

Figure 5.10: Illustrates the trend
created at an N/S ratio of 0.4 for
training vs. testing loss average
across all batch sizes.

velocity is accurately estimated, but the result
lacks precision.

Omega RMS Error
N/S Ratio vs. Batch Size
CNN

Activation RMS Error
N/S Ratio vs. Batch Size

Figure 5.11: Illustrates the RMS error for each solution variable across all batch sizes.
N/S = 0 is depicted in green, N/S = 0.1 is depicted in blue, N/S = 0.2 is depicted in red,
and N/S = 0.4 is depicted in gray.

Overall, the low levels of error indicate that the network received enough training
data and was able to derive some sort of function to correlate the sensor input to the state
variable output. This is a promising realization as the method has no knowledge of
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physics and relies solely on data to identify trends. Another important distinction, as

Figure 5.11 demonstrates, there is not a predictable trend when it comes to batch size and
an optimal network. At each noise level there appears to be a different optimal batch size,

but overall, the intermediate batch sizes seem to produce the most consistent and accurate
results. This is expected because of the temporal nature of deep neural networks. The

next solution variable to be analyzed is muscle force (Figure 5.12).
When predicting muscle force, the CNN is

Muscle Force RMS Error
N/S Ratio vs. Batch Size
CNN

most accurate when there is no noise in the data;

however, even this estimation is not precise. As
soon as noise is added the solution estimation for
this variable produces large RMS errors across all

batch sizes. This may be attributed to the fact that
the sensor data and measured solution were both
Figure 5.12: Illustrates the RMS
error for muscle force across all
batch sizes.

generated using a physics-based model. As a
result, the neural network was able to learn the

physics equations for the state variables; however, there is no equation to tie the sensor
data to muscle force, which explains why the results are less accurate. One potential

solution is to write a CNN that takes all four sensor signals and only outputs muscle
force. This would force the network to solely focus on learning patterns within the
muscle force estimation, but again this problem must be consigned to future work.
In general, the worst results when predicting muscle force were produced when

the batch size was equal to 1024, suggesting that the network simply memorized the

training data set. A batch size of 64 also exhibited a poor performance meaning the
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network’s approximated gradient overfit the data and was not able to generalize well.
Like the state variables, the intermediate batch sizes seemed to produce the best results.

With a better understanding of the performance associated with both methods they can be
further compared in the next section.

5.4 Conclusion
Overall, both solution methods were almost identical in the level of precision and

accuracy when predicting the state variables across all N/S ratios. The convolutional
neural network seemed to struggle the most with constructing a function correlating the

EMG signal to muscle activation and at higher N/S ratios was slightly less precise than
the trajectory optimization method. Although both methods struggled to predict muscle

force the CNN’s estimation was never precise while the trajectory optimization method

was able to maintain accuracy until the N/S ratio was increased to 0.2. Another major

difference in the solution methods is the timing of the estimation. The trajectory
optimization method must process all sensor data before estimating the solution variables
while the CNN can estimate the solution variables after 500ms.

5.5 Future Work
Although this study was extremely enlightening there are many things that can be

adjusted and expanded on to potentially generate better results. One such example is
using actual sensor data from a human subject. It would be valuable to understand if

IPOPT and the trained CNN are able to handle this data as easily as the simulated sensor

data.
Another possibility is to rerun the trials using more sophisticated artificially
generated sensor data as there were additional terms to consider when modeling the
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sensors used in this study. In the IMU, the gyroscopic signal typically contains a bias
modeled as either Brownian motion or a Weiner process (Nirmal, et al., 2016). In

addition, there is also a low frequency error due to wobbling of the sensor relative to the

bone (Nirmal, et al., 2016). Furthermore, in an EMG the standard deviation of white

noise is dependent on muscle force output as an inverse gamma distribution (Furui,
Hayashi, Nakamura, Chin, & Tsuji, 2017).
Moreover, using the solution methods to solve for the trajectory of a prescribed

exercise such as a bicep curl would also be interesting or even using the CNN

architecture to explore a different kind of motion such as walking where more muscles
are analyzed. In addition to different studies, different CNN architectures or even a

longer training time and better hyperparameter tuning may produce better results.
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APPENDIX
GITHUB REPOSITORY LINK AND CONTAINED FILES
Link: https://github.com/jwow888/TrajectoryOptimization-vs-CNN
Trajectory Optimization with Simple Pendulum Model
Pend_Base.py
Pend_w_Dynfun.py
Dynfun_pend.py
jac_ijk.py

Trajectory Optimization: Solution stored by variable
Trajectory Optimization: Solution stored by collocation point
Pendulum Dynamics Function
Jacobian nonzero values and coordinates with pendulum model

Trajectory Optimization with Musculoskeletal Model
Muscles_w_dynfun.py
Dynfun_muscle.py
jac_ijk_muscles.py
control.py
plotting.py
sensor.py
Test_Data.py

Trajectory Optimization
Forearm dynamic's functions
Jacobian nonzero values and coordinates with musculoskeletal model
Different control inputs
Options for plotting Trajectory Optimization output
sensor functions for EMG and IMU
Plot RMS error for multiple trials

CNN with Musculoskeletal Model
CNN.py
CNN Test Data.py

Convolutional Neural Network
Plots RMS error for multiple trials

General
BE_ODE_solver.py
dataframe.py
derivcheck_python.py
derivcheck_sensor.py
matcompare.py
Sim_dataNS.py
Variables.py

Backward Euler used to estimate "ground truth" solution and sensor values
Builds data frame containing all sensor signals and solution variables
Derivative checking for Jacobian (dynamics functions)
Derivative checking for Jacobian (sensor functions)
Compares numerical approximation to actual values
Loop that creates simulation data using different N/S ratios
Contains class files for dynamics and musculoskeletal variables
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